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The Poisons of Mystery Babylon 
And the Jesuit Needle 

Part 1 
 

With all the hype about getting vaccinated recently with the alleged Covid Vaxx perhaps 
we should take a closer look at what the Bible has to say concerning the origins of 
Pharmacia. Although the New Testament does not say a great deal, what it does reveal 
is quite significant.  I personally believe the Holy Spirit has been leading us to avoid all 
injections as there has been such a concerted effort since before the flood to deface the 
image of God in man by hybridizing our DNA and I encourage you to question all things 
as well! That said, it is my view that folks should be encouraged to trust God over man-
made solutions as there is a very dark history behind the bio-pharma industry that I plan 
to demonstrate how that dark history began and has engulfed humanity like a fog 
obscuring reality. 
 
The Greek word “pharmakeia” is used in Galatians 5:20.  Paul uses the term 
"witchcraft" (pharmakeia) which is literally translated "sorcery." This term can refer to 
the use of magic arts of any kind, which was very popular at that time. Acts 19:11-20 
speaks of Sceva's sons and the magical documents. It can also refer to witchcraft which 
involved the use of drugs to harm others. This was a serious offense in Roman law and 
resulted in severe punishment. 
 
The Greek dictionary defines it as: “witchcraft, magic, the use of spells and potions of 
magic, often involving drugs – a magic spell”. It is a fact that witchcraft and magic in the 
Greek world of the New Testament era often involved the use of drugs – either by the 
witch or the one on whom the magic is worked.  This word is found a mere 3X times in 
the New Testament, Galatians 5:21; Revelation 9:21; and Revelation 18:23.   
 
φαρμακεία pharmakeia noun 
Sorcery, witchcraft, magic. 
 
Cognates: 
φαρμακεύς pharmakeus  
φάρμακον pharmakon  
φάρμακος pharmakos  
 
Synonym: 
μαγεία mageia  
 
Septuagint: 
 .kesheph , Sorcery (Isaiah 47:9,12) ֶףֶׁשּכ
ְל ָה ִט  .lᵉhāṯîm , Secret arts (Exodus 7:11) םי
ָ  .lāṯ , Secret arts (Exodus 7:22, 8:18) םט
 

http://www.crossbooks.com/verse.asp?ref=Isa+47%3A9
http://www.crossbooks.com/verse.asp?ref=Isa+47%3A12
http://www.crossbooks.com/verse.asp?ref=Ex+7%3A11
http://www.crossbooks.com/verse.asp?ref=Ex+7%3A22
http://www.crossbooks.com/verse.asp?ref=Ex+8%3A18
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Grammatical Forms: 
1. φαρμακεία pharmakeia nom sing fem 
2. φαρμακείᾳ pharmakeia dat sing fem 
3. φαρμακειῶν pharmakeiōn gen pl fem 
 
Concordance: 

1 Idolatry, witchcraft, hatred, variance, emulations, Galatians 5:20 

3 nor of their sorceries, nor of their fornication, Revelation 9:21 

2 for by thy sorceries were all nations deceived. Revelation 18:23 

 
Word Studies: 
The family of words from which we get our English word pharmacy is derived from the 
Greek word pharmakeuō which means “to mix potions or poison.” The term also refers 
to the practice of dark magic. Thus pharmakeia (also spelled pharmakia) refers to the 
practice of the arts associated with magic, which in the time of the New Testament 
involved the use of potions or drugs. In Galatians 5:20 this practice is identified as a 
work of the flesh. In Revelation 9:21 it is listed among the sins which humanity refuses 
to repent of - even after the plague of the sixth trumpet. In Revelation 18:23 it refers to 
the magical arts practiced by the great whore Babylon in her seduction of all the nations 
of the earth. 
 
Resource Tools: 
Strong <G5331> 
Bauer 854 
Moulton-Milligan 664 
Liddell-Scott 1917 
Colin Brown 2:552,558 
 
In Revelation 9:21, God has done everything possible to cause men to turn to Him. He 
has sent faithful messengers to warn of impending doom. In one sense, even His 
judgments are acts of mercy, efforts to dissuade people from continuing their downward 
course. He does not take pleasure in the death of the wicked. His heart of love grieves 
over those who reject His call. Sin is a kind of insanity, for only the utterly foolish and 
demented would persist in a course which will inevitably lead to eternal damnation. 
 
As in Romans 1:24-32, those who turn away from the true God to a false worship soon 
turn away from righteousness and fall into all kinds of sin and immorality. Thus, those 
who do not repent of their false worship after the sixth trumpet, the second woe, do not 
repent of their murders, sorceries, immorality, and thefts either. Murders (willful, 
deliberate killings of individuals by individuals) apparently are so much on the increase 
that they characterize this generation. Sorceries probably include not only magic and 
the occult, but the use of magic potions, drugs, and other poisons as well. The heathen 
used drugs, especially hallucinatory drugs, to produce a false sense of well-being, as 
well as a false religious ecstasy. Thus, the Bible uses fornication to include all kinds of 
false religious practices and satanic deceptions. "Fornication" here includes adultery, 

http://www.crossbooks.com/verse.asp?ref=Gal+5%3A20
http://www.crossbooks.com/verse.asp?ref=Rev+9%3A21
http://www.crossbooks.com/verse.asp?ref=Rev+18%3A23
http://www.crossbooks.com/verse.asp?ref=Gal+5%3A20
http://www.crossbooks.com/verse.asp?ref=Rev+9%3A21
http://www.crossbooks.com/verse.asp?ref=Rev+18%3A23
http://www.crossbooks.com/book.asp?strongs=G5331
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homosexuality, and all kinds of immoral sexual practices, whether practiced before or 
after marriage. Thefts accompany these things, because sooner or later the costs of 
these sins escalate to other vile crimes.   
 
Revelation 18 gives a description of the fall of Babylon and in verse 23 it gives us the 
reason why all nations were deceived. This may be shocking for many people. Let’s 
read what the Bible says. Referring to the fall of Babylon, Revelation 18:23 says “And 
the light of a candle shall shine no more at all in thee; and the voice of the 
bridegroom and of the bride shall be heard no more at all in thee: for thy 
merchants were the great men of the earth; for by thy sorceries were all nations 
deceived.” 
  
By the “sorceries” of Babylon all nations were deceived. The Greek word 
for “sorceries” in verse 23 is “pharmakeia” [far-mak-i’-ah]. According to the Thayer 
Greek Dictionary “pharmakeia” is “the use or administering of drugs; poisoning; 
and sorcery, magical arts, often found in connection with idolatry and fostered by it.” If 
you put the original Greek word “pharmakeia” in place of the English word “sorceries” 
the end of verse 23 would say, “For by thy pharmakeia were ALL nations 
deceived”! “Pharmakeia” is where we get our English word “pharmacy”!  Pharmacy is a 
well-organized and professionalized system that administers poisonous drugs.  Today, 
nearly every grocery chain supermarket has one located within its premises. 
 
John draws our attention to the fact that the rest of mankind did not repent of the works 
of their hands, that is, man-made objects of worship. Like the Gentiles in Romans 1:21, 
22, they persisted in their refusal to glorify the one true God, and they turned to idols. 
They are hardened rebels who want their own way at any cost. In fact, now that one-
third of mankind is killed by this one judgment, they are more hardened than ever. 
 
John specified demons at the head of the list of what people were worshiping, for all 
heathen worship of gods and goddesses is really the worship of demons -(1st 
Corinthians 10:20-21; Deuteronomy 32:17). This is true today in the humanistic and 
oriental philosophies that are spreading across the world. Then, like the Old Testament 
prophets, John condemned all images or idols that people worship or give homage to, 
no matter what type of material earthly craftsmen use to make them.  
 
Not only will the sound of music and the sound of workmen never again be heard in the 
city, the light of a candle (lamp) will never again shine in it. (The Greek here means an 
oil-burning lamp made of metal or clay; tallow and wax candles were not known in New 
Testament times. The Bible uses the names of things familiar to John, but it must also 
be recognized that everything else in the same categories would be included.) 
 
Finally, the voice of the Bridegroom and of the Bride will never again be heard in 
Babylon. This is an inference which supports the Pre-Tribulation Rapture.  The entire list 
given in verses 22 and 23 draws attention to the fact that not only will Babylon be 
thrown down and never again be found, everything in it will also come to a total and final 
end. The reason for Babylon's destruction is summarized by saying, first, that her 
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merchants were the great ones of the earth. Their greatness was not good; rather, it 
was full of arrogance and pride. The political and economic Babylon of this chapter 
achieved its domination by controlling the economy and the markets of the world. But 
now this is at an end.  Who controls the economy and markets of the world today?  The 
United States does so through being the “reserve” currency of the world, since the 
Bretton Woods Agreement of 1945.  In 1971, the shift to the “Petro-Dollar” system 
assumed the role that gold previously had until President Nixon took the U.S. off the 
“gold standard.”  The nation of China is vying to replace the U.S. as the “reserve” of the 
world economic system.  The U.S. is $27+ trillion in debt, growing at about a $billion 
every minute of the day, 24/7/365! 
 
Is there a connection to these slain and the sorceries (pharmaceuticals) of the whore of 
Babylon? Could these passages be God's way of warning His people of the potential 
dangers of pharmaceutical medicines? The Bible warns us to be watchful because 
Satan comes disguised as an angel of light. Is it possible that pharmaceutical medicine 
has been disguised as a great benefit and blessing to mankind when in reality it may be 
a poisonous spell-giving potion that has the potential to be harmful and in some cases, 
even fatal? If the Bible is true then you would have to draw no other conclusion. God will 
see to it that the truth comes out and that this "whore of Babylon" who is destroying His 
people and deceiving the world with her medicines will be punished.  Over the past 
decade, I wrote a series, “The Beast Empire”, a 25-part series, which is archived at 
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/  “Mystery, Babylon the Great” is the 
U.S. and much more! 
 
Second, Babylon is destroyed because by her sorceries were all the nations deceived 
(see also 18:3). Her sorceries included the use of magic arts, the occult, and drugs. By 
such means she led astray, deluded, and deceived the nations, that is, the people of the 
earth. She led them to believe that in wealth, luxury, and sensual pleasures they could 
find security and fullness of life. This kind of deception has always been a part of 
heathen religions. Much of it crept into the churches in the Dark Ages. Much of it is 
being popularized again through philosophies of some modern movements. But none of 
this is new. It is still the same old Babylon world system that exalts self, as did those 
who built the tower of Babel (Babylon).  
 
The Bible reveals that Babylon will deceive all nations by the use of pharmacy that is in 
connection to “magical arts” and idolatry. “Magical arts” has its deep roots in witchcraft 
and the occult world. We don’t have to do a deep Bible study to know that Satan is 
directly behind the magical arts and God’s people should have nothing to do with it.  Yet 
today, professed deceived Christian believers today practice and use “magical arts” 
under the disguise of contemplative prayer, Christian humanism, and spiritual 
formation.  In general those involved in sorcery, witchcraft, and magic are known to 
use “magic” potions to “heal”, deceive, poison, control, or kill someone.  This is an 
outward expression, a visual agenda of “Depopulation” as confirmed engraved in 
granite stones of the Georgia Guidestones located in Elberton, GA.  The stated goal is 
to maintain humanity at 500,000,000.  The converse of that engraved statement is the 
genocide of upwards of seven billion people on the planet! 

http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/
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Notice the “great men of the earth” in the last days are no longer Kings and Queens, but 
now identified as the international “merchants”. The global elite, international bankers 
and heads of corporations like Apple, Google, Amazon and Microsoft are now the “great 
men of the earth” and they deceive “all nations” by their “sorceries”. 
 
It certainly seems a spell has been placed upon all nations as economies, small 
businesses and people are locked down; rights, freedoms and debate are crushed, all 
while the elite and super rich grow wealthier and more powerful.  
 
Our only hope we are told is to hand over most of our rights and freedoms to the global 
elite, download a track and trace app so they can control our every movement and then 
take one of their highly experiential and rushed vaccines or ‘toxins’ as some label them.  
It seems the medical and pharmaceutical industries have captured all nations as 
prophesied.  Bill Gates has the “Mark” of the Beast ready for humanity.  It is called the 
QuantumDot/Hydrogel ID2020 Luciferace by “the great men of the earth”. 
 
Clearly now we begin to see how this alleged virus has been the backdrop of sorceries 
being promulgated upon the whole world.  Think of Dr. Anthony Fauci and Bill Gates 
frequent statements that the world will not return to “normal” unless the entire world is 
vaccinated.  Over and over the world was being conditioned to this drum beat that 
viruses are the demise of humanity.   Every aspect was intended to crush the human 
spirit as a social being and their spiritual being. 
 
Pharmacy mainly uses a mixture of toxic chemicals, metals, and/or synthetic elements 
to produce “pharmaceuticals” that are designed to manipulate the biochemistry or 
metabolic functions of the body in an attempt to get a “desired” affect in the treatment of 
a disease or sickness. 
 
In other words, a pharmacy mixes up different types of poison, package it, patent it, and 
claims that it can treat certain types of diseases. The main problem with that system is 
that poison is still poison. Pharmaceutical drugs are poisonous. When poison is put into 
the body it has negative effects on the entire body system from head to toe. These are 
not just “side effects” or “unintended” sicknesses or diseases that a person suffers as a 
result of using a drug. These are “direct effects” because the reality is that drugs have 
direct effects on the entire body system including the brain. When you go back to 
Revelation 18:23, Jesus uses the Greek word “pharmakeia” to awaken us to the main 
thing that will be used to deceive ALL people in the last days is a well-organized system 
of administering poisonous drugs to billions of people that are not only toxic to the 
organs of the human body, but have direct negative effects on the brain. Many of these 
drugs are used for a variety of reasons are known to cause problems with memory, 
mood, and contribute to negative personality changes.  For our purpose here, as to who 
began it is really insignificant, we know it to be of the Prince of the air, Satan, noted in 
Ephesians 2:2 states:  “Wherein in time past ye walked according to the course of 
this world, according to the prince of the power of the air, the spirit that now 
worketh in the children of disobedience:”  
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Who is the main one behind the system of pharmacy and the administering of 
poisonous drugs that Babylon uses to deceive all nations? A logo or symbol reveals the 
values and the purpose of a business, organization, or professional occupation. They 
use a logo or symbol as an identifying “mark” to the world. In other words, that logo 
makes a direct link to a business or occupation. When a person thinks of the yellow and 
red “double-arch” they immediately think of McDonald’s “happy meals”. The symbols 
and logos of modern medicine clearly reveal who is behind the scenes orchestrating the 
whole system of the administering of poisonous drugs that manipulate the bodies and 
minds of billions of people around the world. Let’s just look at three recognizable 
symbols and unmask the truth! 

 

Figure A: Bowl of Hygieia 

The symbol in Figure A is the international symbol for pharmacy known as the “Bowl of 
Hygieia.” Who is Hygieia you ask?  Hygieia comes from Greek mythology. Mythology is 
the study of myths, or lies and pagan false gods. In other words, though it is not true, 
millions worship it as if it is true. Who is the father of lies? Lucifer or Satan. According to 
Greek pagan worship, Hygieia was the goddess of health and hygiene, the daughter of 
Aesculapius. He is the god of medicine, healing, and physicians. 
 
Ettie Rosenberg, a doctor in pharmacology and attorney describes the meaning of the 
Bowl of Hygieia. She says, “The ‘Bowl of Hygieia’ symbol is the most widely recognized 
international symbol of pharmacy. In Greek mythology, Hygieia was the daughter and 
assistant of Aesculapius, the God of Medicine and Healing. Hygieia’s classical symbol 
was a bowl containing a medicinal potion with the serpent of Wisdom (or guardianship) 
partaking it. This is the same serpent of Wisdom, which appears on the caduceus, the 
staff of Aesculapius, which is the symbol of medicine.” – Ettie Rosenberg, Pharm.D., 
Esq.  That symbol can be seen in emblazoned blue on every EMS vehicle. 
 
Figure B on the next page is a picture of the statue of Hygieia. Notice the serpent 
drinking the magic potion from the “bowl of wisdom”. In Genesis 3:1-14, Satan, known 
as the serpent, used a serpent to deceive Eve. Verse 1 reveals that this serpent was 
“more subtle” meaning that it was thin or very light, not dense or gross, but smooth and 
refined in order to accomplish its deceptive purpose. 
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Figure B 
 
In verse 6, Eve believed the serpent’s subtle lies. Thinking that she could become 
wise, Eve disobeyed God by eating from the tree that God said not to eat from. In verse 
13 after eating the fruit from the forbidden tree, Eve acknowledged that the serpent 
deceived her. When a person is deceived, we must ask the question, are they aware of 
it? According to Webster’s dictionary to deceive means “to cause to believe what 
is false.”  So when people are deceived, they really do believe the lie. Perception 
becomes their reality. Notice how Satan used the serpent to deceive Eve so she would 
believe the lie. This serpent drinking from the “bowl of wisdom” is from 
Satan. It represents the deceptive character of Satan that is still deceiving 
people today. Should God’s people have anything to do with this deception? 
 
Near the latter days of Jesus physical ministry, He spoke more about this issue of 
deception than any other issue.  Knowing what the world would turn into, He repeatedly 
warned us about the presence of deception.  We are seeing a full manifestation of 
Satan’s deception at work all around us today.  The media, political figures, academia, 
financial, military, sports celebrities, are in collusion to mislead the public into taking a 
Vaxx, which will be their death warrant!   
 
The Internet is heavily censored, and the social media platforms are working on behalf 
of the Father of Lies!  The pharmacy CVS is offering a free trip to the Super Bowl, as an 
inducement to get Vaxxed.  The list of seductive gimmicks has led one Nevada brothel 
to offer “Lap” dances for the Vaxxed.  Krispy Kreme offered donuts, the mayor of New 
York offered coupons for hamburgers and fries.  Kroger is offering at its 2,200 stores 
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and 220 clinics in 35 states, bribes in the way of weekly drawing $1-million for five 
weeks, and free groceries for a year Kroger Health patients will also have a chance at 
winning a year’s worth of free groceries from Kroger. Ten free-grocery giveaways will 
happen each week for five weeks, totaling 50 winners.  Ask yourself, is this not 
deception applied by Satan with Eve? 

 

Figure C: The Rod of Aesculapius 
 
Figure C is known as the Rod of Aesculapius or as the staff of Aesculapius. His rod 
represents the healing aspects of the art of medicine. Many believers think that this 
symbol is the same as the serpent of brass that Moses put on a pole, but it is not. The 
serpent on the rod of Aesculapius is a counterfeit to Moses’ bronze serpent on the pole. 
This counterfeit symbol gives a false message that the serpent is wise and harmless. 
 
Remember, the serpent on the rod of Aesculapius is the same serpent that is drinking 
from the Bowl of Hygieia. The message that the serpent of this Satanic symbol is also 
giving is that it is okay to take the poisonous “magic potent” from the bowl. These 
symbols that are used to represent the professions of pharmacy and medicine are 
giving a deceptive message from Satan that taking poisonous drugs are beneficial, wise 
and have the power to heal and not kill. This is a lie! Those who submit to this 
poisonous counterfeit system will be swept away.  You will face between now and the 
4th of July pressure like nothing you have ever known or experienced to be Vaxxed! 
 
The latest figure from the European equivalent for VAERS, the CDC agency that 
records adverse effects from the Vaxx reported 12,164 dead, and 1,196,190 injuries 
from the experimental “gene” therapy being promoted as a vaccine.  The results so far 
in the U.S. have reached and have likely passed the 5,000 dead count, and more than a 
quarter-million adverse side effects.  The Vaxx makers assure the public they are safe 
and smile while they lie between their teeth.  Even the CDC has resorted to 
manipulating the statistics, through a number of sleight of hand moves.   

https://i0.wp.com/www.calledoutbelievers.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Rod-of-Asclepius-and-Hermes.jpg?ssl=1
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Figure D: Statue of Aesculapius 

Figure D is a statue of Aesculapius with his rod wrapped with the “Snake 
of Wisdom”. This “Snake of Wisdom” is seen throughout the symbolism of the modern 
medical profession.  It is in the symbol of the American Medical Association, an 
association that set the standards for physicians and the medical profession in 
America. It is found in the middle of the logo of the World Health Organization. It is also 
found on the logos of medical schools, doctor offices, military medical corps 
and many other medical organizations.  A few years ago, I was greatly surprised to 
learn that less than a third of all U.S. physicians are dues-paying AMA members.   
 
Almost everyone is now taking drugs for one reason or another. There is that vast array 
sold over-the-counter, plus the daily "coping" varieties of caffeine, nicotine and alcohol, 
and there's that which finds its way into processed food and drink, which you probably 
consume several times a day. Then, there's the prescription kind. Most doctors, who are 
plied by the pharmaceutical companies’ sales reps., is more than happy as can be to 
write prescriptions for every symptom on your list, which meets the expectation of - and 
even demands of many patients.  Every script they right means money rolling into their 
bank account! 
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To make the point, here's a ‘Reuters’ article from August 1, 2017. “More than a third of 
U.S. adults were on prescribed opioids in 2015.” 
 
Some point to this as a great evil because of the greed factor, the vast sums of money 
involved, and while I wouldn't dispute that, my interest in this study lies elsewhere. 
 
Most folks are casual about drug use because we've been sold the idea that "legal" 
drugs are for our good, physically, and harmless, spiritually, and that we can trust our 
lives to the professionals. What I'm going to present may be difficult to accept, but the 
evidence to the contrary is very convincing indeed. In this study you will discover that 
there is a much darker agenda than you may have imagined. 

 

Figure E 

The next symbol Figure E really sums up who is really behind the poisonous drugging 
system of Babylon. Figure E is another symbol recognized throughout the medical field, 
it is known as the “caduceus.” A caduceus has two serpents mating around a rod, 
topped by a pair of wings. The caduceus, also known as a magic wand, belongs to the 
Greek god Hermes or the Roman god Mercury. These gods are supposed to be the 
messengers of gods, inventors of magic, communicators to the “dead” and one who 
protects business and thieves (www.drblayney.com/Asclepius.html). Many in witchcraft 
and sorcery still use the caduceus for magic and to cast spells. Also the caduceus in 
sorcery is known to “restrain and control” its victims. 
 
In Greek mythology and the occult world the caduceus had nothing to do with medicine, 
healing or health. So why has modern medicine adopted the caduceus as their symbol 
of medicine? Remember its original function and meaning. Who holds the caduceus? 
The false god of Mercury holds it. What is his claim? Inventor of magic, conductor of the 
dead, protector of merchants, thieves, and to restrain and control is his claim! Could it 
be that modern medicine has adopted the caduceus as their symbol of medicine and 
physicians to PROTECT the merchants of the earth that make billions of dollars 
poisoning people and to protect the corporate thieves and to control and restrain 
masses of people?  Remember, in the world of the occult, symbols take on esoteric 
meanings to mask or send dual messages, one to the initiated, and one to the un-
initiated.  It is part of Satan’s use of deception to deceive humanity. 
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This may shock you. Even though the caduceus had nothing to do with healing or 
medicine, an officer in the U.S. Army Medical Corps in 1902 insisted to adopt the 
caduceus as their symbol. Since then others in the medical profession began to adopt 
the caduceus as a symbol of medicine or physicians. 
 
Let’s lift the veil of what the caduceus really means. In the occult world, Satan depicts 
himself as a goat known as Baphomet with two wings and a caduceus between his 
crossed legs! Yes, Baphomet has a caduceus between his legs. Look at the pictures in 
Figure F and compare. Here is the direct link between the poisonous practices of 
modern medicine through “pharmakeia” and Satan. Satan is behind this drugging 
system. A caduceus is actually an abbreviated version of Baphomet, Satan himself. 
 

 

Figure F 
 
Do you think Jesus would ever be a part of this system?  NO.  Should true Christian 
believer be a part of this drugging system?  NO.  This systematic poisoning is of 
Babylon and God’s people need to get out.  We need to learn nature’s way of healing 
that God approves of through lifestyle and plant-based eating and herbs.  Since the 
days of Edward Jenner, the Jesuits have perfected their poison needle that it would be 
perceived as an instrument of healing power through perception and conditioning. 
 
According to the 19th century German philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer, “All truth 
passes through three stages: First, it is ridiculed. Second, it is violently opposed. Third, 
it is accepted as self-evident.” 
  

The 3 Stages of Truth 
  
The process of acknowledging a truth is broken down into three stages: 
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1. The first stage is ridicule. When a new idea or concept is brought up, it’s so strange 
that it’s completely absurd. People cannot fathom this idea and how it fits into their lives, 
so they simply laugh at how impossible it seems. 
 
2. The second stage is opposition. After a new concept hasn’t made it past the first 
stage, people begin to worry that it’s here to stay. A few might support the concept, but 
most will resist because they see it as a threat to everything they’re familiar with. 
 
3. The third stage is self-evident. There is increasing evidence that supports the idea, 
which goes from having a few early supporters to entering the mainstream. A majority of 
people support the fact and come to accept it as a given. 
 
Since the fall of 1996, I became interested in the fact that the bees were dying off 
around the country.  This came simultaneously with the advent of the cell phone.  To 
make this short, I have been studying wireless communication and the effects of 
wireless energy on all life forms since electricity was initially captured for creature 
comfort use.  With each new application phase, five in total, all life forms have been 
affected and thus adapted to change.  With the introduction of 5G wireless EMF in 
2019, we are on the cusp of a technology advancement of which it now appears life 
form cannot adjust to.  In a brief statement, “Technology has surpassed humanity’s 
ability to adapt!”  The world is at the precipice of an Extinction Level Event!   
 

 
 
I have known since November, 2019, and it was confirmed on March 19, 2020 that 5G 
wireless communication was directly responsible for the Corona virus scam.  5G has 
been beamed down from low orbit satellites.  The symptoms of Covid are exactly those 
of 5G energy that is injected into human DNA through what is known as Electroporation. 
(see chart on page 13) Electroporation is the beaming of millimeter waves of wireless 
energy straight into the pores of human skin tissue.  Electroporation, is a microbiology 
technique in which an electrical field that is applied to cells in order to increase the 
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permeability of the cell membrane, allowing chemicals, drugs, or DNA to be introduced 
into the cell (also called electro-transfer).  It is used in CRISPR-Cas9 “gene editing or 
gene therapy.”  DNA can be changed, modified, through CRISPR-Cas9 software! 
 

 
  
Did you know that the “father” of pharmacology was an occultist? He was a worshiper of 
Satan!  Born as Philippus Aureolus Theophrastus Bombastus von Hohenheim in 1493, 
he called himself Paracelsus. He was well-known as a Swiss German physician, 
botanist, alchemist, astrologer, and general occultist. He founded the field of toxicology 
better known as pharmacy. For hundreds of years physicians used natural herbs and 
food for healing. Paracelsus defied this notion. From his studies on chemistry and 
metallurgy with the mix of occult worship and astrology, he theorized that metals such 
as mercury, lead, tin, copper, and gold could “purify” the body. He believed that the 
stars and planets were the main cause of human illness and disease.  
 
He believed that ALL diseases should be treated with metals which are poisonous to the 
body. This was a very radical practice during his time. He treated many diseases with 
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mercury better known as quicksilver. Many physicians who bought into Paracelsus 
method and used quicksilver (mercury), also known as Quack Salber, were known as 
“quacks”. This was a very rebellious way of treating the body at the time (Jethro 
Kloss, ‘Back to Eden’, 2nd ed., pp. 52, 53). Many died as a result of Paracelsus way of 
treatment. At the age of 50 or 51 years old, the story is told that Paracelsus was thrown 
out the window by other physicians at the time who believed him to be very dangerous 
in 1541. It is amazing today that Paracelsus is known as the father of modern 
pharmacy!  Where did he get his inspiration? Baphomet, Satan!   
 
John D. Rockefeller using his vast wealth from oil and chemical products and clout set 
out to establish his allopathic school of medicine.  The word “allopathic” comes from the 
Greek “allos” — meaning “opposite” — and “pathos” — meaning “to suffer.”   
 
Allopathic medicine relies on prescription drugs, radiation, and surgery. Holistic 
medicine, before John D. Rockefeller, embraced a plethora of health care treatment 
choices.  Jesuits all the way back to Edward Jenner and Louie Pasteur were advocates 
of the “germ” theory which is rejected by the “terrain” theory.   
 

 
 

The illustration contrasts in very simple terms the Rockefeller school of medicine 
approach in “Germ” theory through vaccination versus the “Terrain” view that clean 
water, air, food, nutrition will eliminate most pathogens and viruses.  The “germ” theory 

https://sciencebasedmedicine.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Exosomes.jpg
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argues that vaccines are the answer to good health.  Medicine since 1972 has been 
about creating customers rather than healing sickness.  In 1972, the government 
permitted advertising of prescription drugs, and medical services.  
  
The United States and New Zealand are the only two countries where direct-to-
consumer (DTC) advertising of prescription drugs is legal. 
 

 
 
This system of Paracelsus is the foundation in which modern medicine is built. It has 
killed and poisoned millions of people. Pharmaceutical drugs never cure disease – they 
only try to manage it by inhibiting pain or manipulating a function in the body that is 
supposed to happen naturally. In a June, 2010 report in the ‘Journal of General Internal 
Medicine’, authors said that in looking over records that spanned from 1976 to 2006 
they found that out of 62 million death certificates, 25 million deaths were coded as 
having occurred in a hospital setting due to medication errors. The total number of 
deaths due to the American modern medical system of drugging, unnecessary 
surgeries, infections, medical errors, etc., is nearly 800,000 people per year! This is 
more than people who die from heart disease with over 600,000 deaths per year and 
cancer with over 500,000 deaths per year.  
articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/ archive/2003/11/26/death-by-medicine-part-one.aspx 

https://nam12.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Farticles.mercola.com%2Fsites%2Farticles%2Farchive%2F2003%2F11%2F26%2Fdeath-by-medicine-part-one.aspx&data=02%7C01%7C%7C96439c7cb57643c231d408d8487100e3%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637338997462934244&sdata=7QJS%2FR6tV6QguYSi4R4p2RVfBO0O%2BHNLx3F5cA6NVBk%3D&reserved=0
https://nam12.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Farticles.mercola.com%2Fsites%2Farticles%2Farchive%2F2003%2F11%2F26%2Fdeath-by-medicine-part-one.aspx&data=02%7C01%7C%7C96439c7cb57643c231d408d8487100e3%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637338997462934244&sdata=7QJS%2FR6tV6QguYSi4R4p2RVfBO0O%2BHNLx3F5cA6NVBk%3D&reserved=0
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This system of administering poisonous drugs worldwide is a trillion dollar industry and 
the medical merchants of the earth profit hugely from it. They love the money it 
produces and ignore the many lives it destroys. Millions worship the system as an idol.   

https://i2.wp.com/joedubs.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/10.jpg?ssl=1
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The “health care” industry today represents 17% of the U.S. Gross National Product and 
is expected to soon climb to 20%. 
 
Poisonous drugs are NOT a cure for disease. Many who prescribe and administer 
pharmaceutical drugs will admit it. If drugs cured disease, why are so many who are 
being treated for diseases prescribed to take drugs until the day they die. This does not 
sound like a cure but rather a money making hoax. 
 
People need to be taught that drugs do not cure disease. It is true that they sometimes 
afford present relief, and the patient appears to recover as the result of their use; this is 
because nature has sufficient vital force to expel the poison and to correct the 
conditions that caused the disease. Health is recovered in spite of the drug.  I know all 
about pain, having to deal with lymphedema for the past eight years, day in day out! 
 
Exodus 15:26 was popularized in the book, ‘None of These Diseases’ by S.I. McMillen, 
“If you will diligently listen to the voice of the Lord your God, and do that which is 
right in his eyes, and give ear to his commandments and keep all his statutes, I 
will put none of the diseases on you that I put on the Egyptians, for I am the Lord, 
your healer.” 
 
What message does the Bible give for those in pharmakeia – the poison of Babylon? 
Galatians 5:20-21 says: 
 
“Idolatry, witchcraft [pharmakeia], hatred, variance, emulations, wrath, strife, 
seditions, heresies, 21Envyings, murders, drunkenness, revellings, and such like: 
of the which I tell you before, as I have also told you in time past, that they which 
do such things shall not inherit the kingdom of God.”  
 
The Greek word for “witchcraft” in verse 20 is “pharmakeia”. Those who are in this 
poisoning drugging business need to repent and turn away from it. If they do not repent 
they will not inherit the kingdom of God. This is confirmed in the book of Revelation. 
Revelation 21:8 says, “But the fearful, and unbelieving, and the abominable, and 
murderers, and whoremongers, and sorcerers [pharmakeus = druggist/poisoner], 
and idolaters, and all liars, shall have their part in the lake which burneth with fire 
and brimstone: which is the second death.”  The Greek word for sorcerers in verse 8 
is “pharmakeus” defined as a druggist or poisoner. This is also repeated in the last 
chapter of the Bible. Revelation 22:14-15 says, 14“Blessed are they that do his 
commandments, that they may have right to the tree of life, and may enter in 
through the gates into the city. 15For without are dogs, and sorcerers 
[pharmakeus = druggist], and whoremongers, and murderers, and idolaters, and 
whosoever loveth and maketh a lie.” 
 
“Pharmakeia” is an elemental part of “Mystery Babylon”. This is exactly what the Bible 
predicts that Babylon would use to deceive all nations. You don’t have to be deceived. 
There is no way to be a part of God’s true people at the end of time and be connected 
with this system of administering poisonous drugs that manipulate and confuse the 
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mind. This comes from Satan himself. You have seen the evidence. Babylon is fallen, 
get out before it is too late. It is a broken and poisonous system, “GET OUT” is God’s 
earnest plea. 
 
The Satanic spirits in Revelation 9 inhabit the very pit of hell, and those who resort to 
“pharmakaia” are coming into contact with spiritual entities either from the pit, or from 
realm of darkness beyond this earth. Satan is both the angel of the bottomless pit -
(Revelation 9:11) and the prince of the power of the air -(Ephesians 2:2).  
 
These are gateways or portals down to the pit and out into the universe in either case to 
contact beings from other dimensions.  We should note that vaccinations were brought 
into existence by the Roman Catholic Order of the Jesuits.  This largely little known fact 
has direct relevance to what the world faces from the Coronavirus plandemic.  The 
global powers of the Jesuit Vatican/Rothschild cabal want 70% of the world Vaxxed by 
July 4th, 2021.  You have heard Joe Biden himself on this requirement! 
 
Vaccinations were actually invented by the Jesuit Order by soldier, Francis Xavier as a 
method to poison the Order’s enemies. Edward Jenner was a Jesuit-trained physician 
— who taught the medical world how to use the POISONED NEEDLE.  Edward Jenner 
is viewed as the father of vaccinations.  He was the first to associate human diseases 
with that of animals. This idea paved the way for vaccination which is responsible for the 
deaths of multiplied millions of people around the world. The idea that humans and 
animals are related and share the same diseases led to the theory of evolution by 
Charles Darwin at the time of Edward Jenner which is responsible for the spiritual death 
of multiplied millions more.  Some historians believe they were cousins. 

 
Jesuits introduce inoculation from India using Lady Montague as a smokescreen. Lady 
Montague wasn’t even a doctor. Women doctors did not appear until over 100 years 
later. In the year 1717, Lady Mary Wortley Montagu was the smokescreen that the 
Jesuits used to introduce this Indian religious rite into England.  Inoculation or 
variolation was given the sanction of the Royal Family when 2 daughters of the Prince 
of Wales were inoculated. Barbaric as this religious rite was; it was the human disease 
of smallpox that was injected into the bloodstream. Inoculation was the FOOT-IN-THE-
DOOR to prepare the people for something far worse.  
 
Vaccination came from the Vatican via Great Britain at the exact same time as Darwin’s 
‘Evolution of Species’. Coincidence?  I do not think so and the history seems to confirms 
it as well! 
 
In a definition of terms for this exposé: Vaccination and inoculation are often used 
interchangeably today. 
 
Loyola recorded his methods for ascetic discipline in ‘The Spiritual Disciplines’ of the 
Society of Jesus.  The fruit of these “disciplines” is quite visible today in acolytes such 
as Pope Francis and Dr. Robert Redfield, the late head of the U.S. CDC and Dr. 
Anthony Fauci of the U.S. NIAID. 
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Pope Paul III in 1540 blessed the formation and statutes of the Society of Jesus despite 
opposition from other Catholic orders.  Rome was weakened by the gains of the 
Protestant Reformation.  The Jesuits’ zeal and unquestioning loyalty appealed to the 
Pope.  Other Popes later would have varying levels of confidence in the Jesuits.  One 
even dissolved the order, only for the next to restore them later. 
 
The Jesuits today are the largest order in the Roman Catholic Church.  Pope Francis is 
the most visible authority in the Roman Catholic Church and the first Jesuit Pope in 
history.  His counterpart, the ‘Black’ pope, is one Arturo Sosa who directs the world of 
Jesuit chicanery from behind the scenes a block down the street from St. Peters at the 
Vatican. 
 
The Jesuits have left an indelible mark on history.  Their influence and havoc has 
ranged from communist indigenous colonies in Paraguay to syncretism in India, civil war 
in China and Germany, genocide in Bohemia, disastrous war with Muslims in Portugal, 
stagnation in Spain, attempted coup in England, and even an imposter tsar in Russia.  
They have been tied to collaboration with fascists in Europe and assassination of heads 
of state, including President Abraham Lincoln in the U.S.  All kinds of moral scandals 
also pervaded the Jesuits in their relations, especially with women. 
 
Numerous nations expelled the Jesuits because of their malice!  “Between 1555 and 
1931 the Society of Jesus was expelled from at least 83 countries, city-states and cities, 
for engaging in political intrigue and subversive plots against the welfare of the State, 
according to the records of a Jesuit priest of repute [Ed.: i.e., Thomas J. Campbell].… 
Practically every instance of expulsion was for political intrigue, political infiltration, 
political subversion, and inciting to political insurrection. “ 
 
We need to remember politics is a tool, not an end, for the Jesuits.  The goal is secular 
and spiritual domination under their rule.  The Jesuits seek to co-opt the secular 
authorities to persecute and eliminate the influence of God’s true people from the 
scene.  The successors of both Loyola and Luther continue in conflict today. 
 
One objection today is: “Well, those were the Jesuits of old.  They have changed.  
Today, they are more liberal, weaker, and kinder.  Why should we worry about the 
Jesuits?”  That is what they wanted the world to think, but it isn’t so! 
 
The Holy Scriptures address the deceptive nature of the Antichrist system in its ability to 
adapt its appearance to cater to a specific audience.  Antichrist appears “gentle like a 
lamb”.  Yet, God’s Word also reveals that the essence of Antichrist does not change! 
 
“And I beheld another beast coming up out of the earth; and he had two horns 
like a lamb, and he spake as a dragon.”  -(Revelation 13:11). 
 
Indeed, the Jesuits are well-trained in adapting to the context of the audience whom 
they woo.  That has been more than confirmed by those who have been front and 
center in this agenda of using an alleged virus to depopulate the world.  Their operative 
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word is “depopulation”.  Note the names of those below who have been constant voices 
in the media since this crisis began in early March, 2020.  
 
All the major named players in the COVID crisis in the U.S. are Jesuit alumni!  They 
include: Dr. Anthony Fauci, Governor Andrew Cuomo of NY (Fordham), Governor Gavin 
Newsom of CA (Santa Clara), and President Donald Trump!  (Trump studied for 2 years 
at the Jesuit Fordham University in New York City).  Additionally, Dr. Robert Redfield, 
head of the U.S. Center for Disease Control (“CDC”), is another Jesuit-Georgetown 
University graduate, and a key player in “Operation Warp Speed”.  Throughout the 
plandemic/scamdemic last year, Dr. Fauci said several times that he spoke to New York 
Governor Cuomo nightly, well now you know why!  Governor Cuomo is under federal 
investigation of upwards of 15,000 deaths of elderly during the Covid-19 crisis! 
 
The reader should be mindful that all of President Trump’s appointees to the U.S. 
Supreme Court were all Roman Catholics, and two of the three are alumni of Jesuit 
Georgetown University as well.  The fact that not a single member of the high court is a 
Protestant should have been of serious concern.  In the Biden administration, his bias is 
towards the Jews.  Jews are 1.5% of the U.S. population but 78% of the Biden 
administration.  Washington is now controlled by dual passport citizens of Israel. 
 
Former U.S. President Bill Clinton graduated from Jesuit Georgetown University.  Ivan 
Duque, President of Colombia, Alejandro Toledo, former President of Peru, Mario 
Draghi, former head of the European Central Bank, and both brothers Fidel and Raul 
Castro, former and current head of Cuba, graduated from Jesuit schools.   
 
The Jesuits are just as influential and menacing today as they were 500 years ago. 
 
If you are Catholic, you need to see the danger to your soul.  These Jesuits blaspheme 
the name of Jesus Christ for their ill-gotten gain.  The Roman Church supports these 
false prophets and will suffer God’s judgment with them. 
 
But you do not have to suffer along with them.  Leave Rome!  Depart from her sins!  
“Flee out of the midst of Babylon, and deliver every man his soul: be not cut off in 
her iniquity; for this is the time of the Lord‘s vengeance; he will render unto her a 
recompence.”  -(Jeremiah 51:6).   
 
Run to Jesus Christ!  Make Him your refuge.  Ask Him for forgiveness, directly.  “For 
there is only one God, and one mediator between God and men, the man Christ 
Jesus.”  If you profess Christ Jesus as your savior, let us remember that our struggle is 
not against flesh and blood.  “For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but 
against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this 
world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.” –(Ephesians 6:12) “For the 
weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but mighty through God to the pulling 
down of strong holds.”  -(2nd Corinthians 10:4). 
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May we heed the words of Charles Spurgeon.  He was quite familiar with the wiles of 
Rome and her Jesuits.  Over 100 years later, his words of action are relevant for us as 
we face the same enemies he did.  Let us pray to the Lord against the Antichrist and the 
False Prophet of Rome: 
 
“It is the bounden duty of every Christian to pray against Antichrist, and as to what 
Antichrist is no sane man ought to raise a question.  If it be not the popery in the Church 
of Rome there is nothing in the world that can be called by that name.  If there were to 
be issued a hue and cry for Antichrist, we should certainly take up this church on 
suspicion, and it would certainly not be let loose again, for it so exactly answers the 
description.” 
 
Biblical examples of individuals illicitly opening up gateways into the evil realm beyond 
man’s perception include the witch of Endor who summoned the dead -(1st Samuel 
28:3ff). We also see this with the slave girl who was possessed with a spirit of divination 
and who followed Paul in Macedonia -(Acts 16:16–18). 
 
Those who come under the influence of pharmakeia put themselves into a drug-
induced state to activate gateways into the supernatural realm. It’s a form of rebellion 
against God’s established boundaries that man is not supposed to cross. Witchcraft is 
also taking something holy and exploiting it for personal purposes. This is what Samuel 
accused Saul of doing when he kept the cattle he was supposed to kill, so that he could 
at a later time offer up an illicit sacrifice without going through the proper Levitical 
protocols. Samuel equated this act of rebellion with witchcraft -(1st Samuel 15:23). Saul 
had this proclivity, for he had offered up a witchcraft sacrifice once before -(1st Samuel 
13:9–13). Samuel rebuked him for it, yet Saul was willing knowingly to repeat the same 
mistake again, which was strictly forbidden. 
 
On March 15, 2020, the Center for Disease Control (CDC) banned gatherings of 50 or 
more people in the United States. Governors across America closed most church 
gatherings for months.  They banned singing in outdoor worship services.  They 
discarded the First Amendment rights of free speech and religious liberty.  In effect, 
states put the whole nation under house arrest.  Social distancing and face diapers 
became instruments of suppression, under the guise of fear of spreading a virus.   
 
Entrusted at the helm of the CDC was Dr. Robert L. Redfield, a devout Jesuit trained 
Roman Catholic.  Ironically only 11 days later, on March 26th, the ‘New England Journal 
of Medicine’ published an article co-authored by Dr. Robert Redfield and Dr. Anthony 
Fauci.  Both concluded that the “…overall clinical consequences of Covid-19 may 
ultimately be more akin to those of a severe seasonal influenza…”  One has to wonder 
what it was that suddenly changed their thinking of the two most exalted voices of public 
health taught prior to March, 2020!   
 
In the meantime, America is suffering major devastation due to the lockdown.  As head 
of the CDC, Dr. Redfield owns responsibility for this state of affairs.  Indeed, most 
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Americans trust the CDC to give them accurate information on COVID – much more so 
than the rest of the Federal Government.   
 
It begs the larger question: who exactly is Dr. Redfield? What is his background and 
track record?  Should we trust him with the serious task of leading the CDC?  We are 
witnessing the soon demise of his fellow Jesuit, Dr. Anthony Fauci as their lies come 
back to haunt their credibility.  I invested a roll of first-class stamps in sending articles to 
Senator Rand Paul which led to what I saw as a turn for the better a few weeks ago 
when Dr. Fauci perjured himself over illegally spending $7.4 million taxpayer dollars for 
“Gain-of-Function” research he contracted with the CCP in Wuhan, China.  That term 
“Gain-of-Function” means to make a virus more lethal! 
 
Dr. Redfield was born and raised in a Roman Catholic family. Both of his parents 
worked at the National Institutes of Health (NIH). Intrigued by Jesuit traditions and 
teaching, he enrolled at Georgetown University, the nation’s oldest educational Roman 
Catholic Jesuit institution. He received both his BA and MD from Georgetown 
University. 
 
Dr. Redfield has been sitting under the wings of his Jesuit masters from an early age. 
He admits that “Georgetown was critical in terms of my formation as a young adult and 
young physician.” 
 
This is an unfortunate development, especially for one of the four key leaders of the 
national effort to fight COVID.  One of the foundational principles of Jesuit teaching is 
the “ends justify the means”.  This teaching contradicts Biblical ethics. People devolve 
into lawlessness.   Leaders sacrifice integrity for pushing their own interests. 
 
The Book of Judges shows the oppression and misery of the people of Israel at a time 
when “every man did that which was right in his own eyes.”  -(Judges 21:25). 
 
The Jesuit Order was created by Spanish soldier Ignatius de Loyola in 1533.  Their 
primary goal was to serve the Pope by taking whatever means necessary to convert 
people.  In fact, the Jesuits were Rome’s response to the success of the Protestant 
Reformation.  They were known as agents for the “Counter Reformation.”  They were 
the pope’s army! 
 
“’Military obedience is not the equivalent of Jesuitic obedience; the latter is more 
extensive as it gets hold of the whole man and is not satisfied like the other, with an 
exterior act, but requires the sacrifice of the will and laying aside of one’s own 
judgment.’  Ignatius wrote in his letter to the Portuguese Jesuits: ‘We must see black as 
white, if the Church says so.’”  Jesuits who do not wear the clerical collar are under vow 
to serve the Superior General, {black pope} in whatever task they are called to serve, be 
they the director of the CDC or the NIAID or a government servant. 
 
Dr. Redfield sees his Jesuit training as vital to his work.  Hence, we should scrutinize his 
pronouncements as head of the CDC.  I do want to note, he retired in January, 2021. 
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“The Jesuit tradition is important to me—women and men for others and a commitment 
to health justice and equity, seeing the gifts of science applied equitably. Georgetown 
taught me that science and medicine are made to impact public health.”” 
 
Impacting the public is exactly what Dr. Redfield vigorously pursued once he was 
placed in a position of authority.  
 
During the AIDS epidemic in the late eighties and early 1990’s, Dr. Redfield headed up 
the U.S. military’s response to the HIV/AIDS  epidemic.   He introduced harsh 
measures: quarantining infected soldiers, investigating their sexual histories, and 
spreading their diagnoses across the chain of command with little concern for soldiers’ 
privacy. 
 
A junior officer made notes on Major Redfield during those years:  “I was a personal 
witness to this cruelty as a young Captain in the U.S. Army.  My troops were forced to 
suffer through public testing and weeks of anxiety until getting their test results.  Many 
tests resulted in false positives.”  
 
“Those who tested positive were segregated from other service members and treated 
like prisoners. Some were dishonorably discharged.  Others even attempted suicide! 
One of them was John O. Brisbois.” 
 
“The trouble came after a blood test showed that he carries the virus that causes AIDS. 
‘The Army did everything possible to make me want to leave,’ said Brisbois, who, after 
three months absent without leave, surrendered and tried to kill himself. He was 
discharged last month. ‘I feel I don’t have a future anymore. I don’t want to die, but I get 
so depressed.’ Brisbois, fled a special barracks wing, known on the base as the ‘HIV 
hotel’ and ‘the leper colony,’ to which he and scores of other soldiers had been 
transferred.”  
 
The military rationalized these harsh measures as necessary to control the AIDS 
epidemic.   
 
““The reason we have done what we have done,’ said Major Robert Redfield, of 
Rockville, MD, chief scientist for the Army’s AIDS research effort, “is that we think it’s 
good medicine–and it’s medicine that might work in the civilian sector, as well.” 
 
Should You Trust Dr. Redfield’s Track Record?  With retirement, it probably will not 
matter but only time will tell if he is prosecuted for his crimes. 
 
No wonder much concern arose when President Trump appointed Dr. Redfield to lead 
the CDC.  Dr. Peter Lurie stated 3 grave concerns:  
 
“First, he has no experience running a public health agency, and does not have the all-
important relationships with state and local public health officials such experience would 
bring.  Second, based on work I conducted with Sidney Wolfe at Public Citizen in the 
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mid-1990s, he has been credibly accused of scientific misconduct for exaggerating the 
benefits of a putative HIV vaccine, for which he was investigated by the military.  Third, 
he has supported a variety of policies related to HIV/AIDS that are anathema to the 
great majority of public health professionals: mandatory HIV testing, reporting of positive 
HIV results to public health authorities without the patient’s consent, and quarantining of 
HIV-positive individuals in the military.” 
 
Drs. Peter Lurie and Sidney M. Wolfe showed that  Dr. Redfield and his team ruthlessly 
engaged in a “systemic pattern of data manipulation, inappropriate statistical analyses 
and misleading data presentation….in apparent attempt to promote the usefulness of 
the GP160 AIDS vaccine.”  
 
A committee of Air Force doctors in 1992 in San Antonio reached similar conclusions: 
 
“The committee agreed the information presented by Dr. Redfield seriously threatens 
his credibility as a researcher and has thus the potential to negatively impact AIDS 
research funding for military institutions as a whole. His allegedly unethical behavior 
creates false hope and could result in premature deployment of the vaccine.”  
 
Although the Army acknowledged there were issues about the accuracy of the data, 
Redfield was ultimately cleared of any allegations of scientific misconduct.  Dr. Redfield 
actually confessed that his analyses were deceptive and agreed to publicly correct 
them. Yet, he did not keep his word: 
 
“Afterward, he continued making his false claims at three subsequent international HIV 
conferences, and perjured himself in testimony before Congress, swearing that his 
vaccine cured HIV. Their gambit worked. Based upon his testimony, Congress 
appropriated $20 million to the military to support Redfield and Birx’s research project. 
The ‘Public Citizen’ complained in a 1994 letter to the Congressional Committee’s 
Henry Waxman that the money caused the Army to kill the investigation and ‘whitewash’ 
Redfield’s crimes. The fraud propelled Dr. Deborah Birx and Redfield into stellar careers 
as health officials.”  
 
Observers remained concerned about Dr. Redfield’s appointment to lead the CDC. 
 
“. . .one of the whistleblowers who raised the issue of the trial data to the Army told 
Kaiser Health News (KHN) that he remains concerned about what happened. ‘Either he 
was egregiously sloppy with data or it was fabricated,’ said former Air Force Lt. Col. 
Craig Hendrix, a doctor who is now director of the division of clinical pharmacology at 
Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, to KHN. ‘It was somewhere on that 
spectrum, both of which were serious and raised questions about his trustworthiness.’” 
 
It was tragic indeed that the Trump Administration ignored Dr. Peter Lurie’s appeal 
against Dr. Redfield’s appointment at the head of CDC. 
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“What one wants in a director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is a 
scientist of impeccable scientific integrity. What one would get in Robert Redfield is a 
sloppy scientist with a long history of scientific misconduct and an extreme religious 
agenda. We urge the administration not to appoint Dr. Redfield.”  
 
Should You Trust Dr. Redfield’s “Religious Agenda”?  Yes!  For sure.  Once a Jesuit, 
always a Jesuit!  Rome never changes! 
 
Dr. Redfield’s cruelty and falsification of results should have caused concern.  Given his 
Jesuit training, they might not be all that surprising.   
 
““Liguori, in his treatise on oaths, Question 4, asks if it is allowable to use ambiguity, or 
equivocal words, to deceive the judge when under oath, and at No. 151 he answers: 
‘These things being established, it is a certain and a common opinion amongst all 
divines that for a just cause it is lawful to use equivocation in the propounded modes, 
and to confirm it (equivocation) with an oath.… Now a just cause is any honest end in 
order to preserve good things for the spirit, or useful things for the body’. . .”” 
 
To add insult to injury, the mainstream media trumpets the Jesuit Dr. Redfield as a 
Bible-believing Christian. In reality, he practices the mystical techniques, or “spiritual 
exercises” of his Jesuit teachers.  Few Protestants will understand what I am referring to 
here.   
 
As a seminary student, we were required to take a course in “Spiritual Formation” at 
Asbury Seminary, and a decade later it became a requirement in the United Methodist 
Church for ordained ministry.  The course was based upon Jesuit/Catholic retreat 
centers in the Kentucky area.  As part of the course curriculum, we had to spend a 
weekend at a retreat at the Thomas Merton Center (Merton was a Trappist monk) and 
spent much of his life time in central KY.  The center observed a modified vow of silence 
and no vocal communication unless in necessity.  Centering prayer and spiritual 
imagination is also another practice.  The individual closes their eyes and is supposed 
to focus on a word or object and practice imaging prayer on that thought.  While these 
practices draw upon Hindu and oriental religious practices, they are not Biblically based 
or Christian belief.    
 
The head of the CDC revealed this recently during a radio interview on April 1st, 2020 
when he emphasized the “powerful weapon” of social distancing. He told listeners that 
he understood that staying home is a sacrifice, but asked them to “close their eyes” and 
think of the vulnerable people whose lives they could save if they did their part to break 
the chain of transmission.  Humans are social beings, not monastic creatures. 
 
Dr. Redfield merely parrots his living Jesuit master, Pope Francis, who also uses this 
technique.  They both denigrate God’s Word in favor of their own imaginations.  Jesuits 
are advocates of “imagination” as something akin to “mind over matter”. 
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On the contrary, Scripture exhorts the Christian “to cast down vain imaginations, and 
every high thing that exalteth itself against the knowledge of God, for we are to 
bring into captivity every thought to the obedience of Christ.”  -(Romans 1:21) 
 
The obvious conclusion: Trust in God, Not in Man. 
 
Without a doubt, we live in very challenging times.  What are the people of God to do? 
 
First, let us not put our trust in vaccines or any man.  “Some trust in chariots, and 
some in horses: but we will remember the name of the Lord our God.”  -(Psalm 
20:7) 
 
Secondly, let us not live in fear but in God’s strength.  “For God hath not given us the 
spirit of fear, but of power and of love and of a sound mind.”  -(2nd Timothy 1:17). 
 
Finally, let us look at life through the perspective of truth: we will not live here forever, 
and we should not panic because of death.  Indeed, we await a better, perfect, and 
future home: “But now they desire a better country, that is, a heavenly one. 
Therefore God is not ashamed to be called their God, for He hath prepared for 
them a City.”  -(Hebrews 11:16). 
 
Dr. Robert Redfield retired January 20, 2021, from what many believed he was unfit for 
the office.  His timing for retiring may have been associated with the change of a new 
administration, but one can’t help but think there was much more to it than the political 
changes that came this past January. 
 
Recently, former CDC director Dr. Robert Redfield declared that he believes that 
COVID-19 originated in a lab. Also the same week, the former head of “Operation Warp 
Speed”, Moncef Slaoui, was booted from the board of the GlaxoSmithKline following 
charges of sexual harassment and inappropriate conduct. Neither of these events says 
anything about the origins of the virus or the efficacy of the vaccines. But it does say 
something about the quality of the people Donald Trump hired to see America through a 
crisis.   
 
From the very beginning of the COVID-19 outbreak, there were rumors and conspiracy 
theories about the origin of the disease. The simple fact that the first major outbreak 
occurred in the Wuhan region of China was enough to launch a thousand "biolabs" 
claims, and to give Trump fuel for endless racist memes that are definitely connected to 
the recent rise in hate crimes against Asian Americans. There were also claims that the 
virus had been circulating in humans much longer than, the then official date of the last 
few weeks of 2019.  We know for certain that Bill Gates and Richard Rothschild 
patented the Covid virus several years earlier in 2015 with the Pirbright Institute of 
Surrey, UK.  In chapter 15 of my series “666/999 – 5G, the Mark of the Beast, and the 
UPC Code” I list the reasons for the executing the plan for the Corona virus.  A copy of 
the patent for Covid in 2015 appears in that chapter proving Covid-19 was a hoax!  It is 
not a rogue novel virus as the public was told! 
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However, we know many of these things were for deception in a much larger agenda. 
We've known this from before the pandemic was not a pandemic. What Redfield's 
statements and Slauoi's dismissal make clear—again—is that President Trump was 
more interested in appointing people to position who demonstrated loyalty to President 
Donald Trump, rather than any degree of competence for their appointed role.  Trump’s 
greatest flaw was to favor loyalty over competence in his selecting those serving in his 
administration. 
 
The SARS-CoV-2 virus was sequenced in January 2020, Analysis immediately showed 
that virus is, as the name implies, very similar to the SARS-CoV virus that causes the 
disease SARS. And both of them are in turn nearly identical to viruses that are endemic 
within bats. Covid-19 only factored 20-30 genes out of some 30,000 possible genes. 
Specifically, to the family that includes horseshoe bats, which are found in tropical areas 
of Asia and Africa. The virus behind COVID-19 is the seventh coronavirus to have 
become infectious within humans. Three of those viruses can cause severe disease. 
Both previous coronaviruses that cause serious disease within humans came from bats. 
And by March 2020, scientists had a very good idea of SARS-CoV-2's origin; it was not 
in a lab the world was told.   
 
But that was all exposed by the 2008 Nobel Peace Prize recipient, Dr. Luc Montagnier.  
He confirmed the work of a team of Indian researchers that the virus had 18 fragments 
of the HIV1 genome and 4 fragments of SARS, stating the insert location in the genome 
could not have been a result of nature, hence, i.e., a bioweapon!  Dr. Luc Montagnier’s 
analysis did not get recognized until 14 months later, in May of 2021. 
 
Redfield's entire basis for claiming that COVID-19 didn't come straight from bats is that 
it's too infectious. In his interview with CNN, the former CDC director insists that it takes 
time for viruses "to figure out" how to become more efficient in humans. And to some 
extent, that last part is true; viruses do tend to become more contagious over time. That 
is, in fact, the only evolutionary pressure on viruses. 
 
However, that statement ignores a huge amount of evidence about COVID-19. For one 
thing, the virus is definitely not human specific. Cases have been found of it spreading 
to close relatives like gorillas, as well as far more distantly related mammals like tigers 
and domestic pets. COVID-19 is not, or at least did not start out as, a human specialist. 
Its tool kit of proteins allowed it to infect almost any mammal. What has happened over 
time—as we've seen with the European variant, the UK variant, the South African 
Variant, and the Brazilian variant—is that SARS-CoV-2 is constantly becoming better at 
spreading from person to person.  Even that is in question currently. 
 
Something like that likely happened at the beginning, as well. In fact, people may have 
become exposed to, or even infected by, versions of the SARS-CoV virus for years 
before a version appeared that was infectious person-to-person. Imagine a situation in 
which people exposed to horseshoe bats were frequently getting infected with a 
precursor virus, and producing trillions of copies … but none of them were efficient at 
spreading that infection to another person. Then, one day late in 2019, someone gets 

https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2020/2/12/1918567/-Coronavirus-cases-reach-45-000-But-it-did-not-come-from-a-weapons-lab-and-yes-we-know-that
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2020/01/200131114748.htm
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2020/01/200129131441.htm
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2020/01/200129131441.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horseshoe_bat
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-020-0820-9
https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2021/03/26/sanjay-gupta-exclusive-robert-redfield-coronavirus-opinion-origin-sot-intv-newday-vpx.cnn
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/animals/article/first-great-apes-at-us-zoo-receive-coronavirus-vaccine-made-for-animals
https://www.forbes.com/sites/judystone/2021/01/26/covid-killed-a-tiger-are-your-house-cats-at-risk/?sh=7d12f16b2cb2
https://www.forbes.com/sites/judystone/2021/01/26/covid-killed-a-tiger-are-your-house-cats-at-risk/?sh=7d12f16b2cb2
https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/coronavirus/expert-answers/can-pets-get-coronavirus/faq-20486391
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infected by this same virus, and a slight mutation does allow the state of human-to-
human spread. This could very likely be the actual situation.  But then we find out that 
Dr. Anthony Fauci was illegally pursuing “Gain-of-Function” research with the Chinese 
BSL4 lab in Wuhan, China. 
 
One other thing we know is that the version of SARS-CoV-2 which spread around the 
world and causes COVID-19 wasn't circulating in the human population for an extensive 
period. We know that because all the early cases of COVID-19 that have been 
sequenced were almost genetically identical. That would not have been the case had 
the disease been widely circulating in the human population for months in advance of 
the recognized outbreak. 
 
There are still serious questions about the origins of SARS-CoV-2 that need to be 
answered. For example, was there an earlier, related version of the virus, one that did 
not cause severe disease, which circulated among humans previous to 2020? This 
might account for reports of antibodies similar to those generated by SARS-CoV-2 
showing up in blood samples outside of China in November of 2019. 
 
Did the virus jump straight from bats to humans, or did what this particular virus 
percolate first in some "intermediate host" like the poor beleaguered pangolin, or in 
something as commonly raised and eaten as rabbits? Bats have unusual immune 
systems which makes them a unique viral reservoir, so it's important to know if these 
diseases are making a direct leap from bats, or if the "infects just about any mammal" 
feature of COVID-19 developed elsewhere.  
 
These are exactly the sort of questions that are currently being addressed by the World 
Health Organization. It began an alleged investigation of the origins of COVID-19 in 
2020. That investigation has issued an initial report, a more extensive updated report, 
and a final report is scheduled to appear within days.  We will never know the truth 
since the U.S. military has been engaged in biowarfare as far back as 1948 and hide 
their work in layered secrecy and compartmentalization. 
 
All of these reports, and all of the analysis that has been published, is in agreement on 
one thing: SARS-CoV-2 shows exactly the sort of structure that might have been 
expected from natural evolution from related viruses, and none of the fingerprints that 
might have been expected were that virus manipulated in a lab. Redfield's claims about 
scientists working with viruses to make them more contagious in order to make them 
easier to study, simply make no sense, unless intended to protect him and cause 
confusion among world scientists.  After all, scientists from over 40 countries asked for 
lab slides of the Covid-19, and none of which have received the requested samples.  
This raises question about the existence of the alleged virus. How well a virus is 
transmitted person to person has nothing at all to do with how easy it is to replicate that 
virus in a lab. And if Redfield is going to fall back on "I'm a virologist," he should be 
made to explain that basic flaw in his reasoning. 
 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-020-03128-0
https://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/332197/WHO-2019-nCoV-FAQ-Virus_origin-2020.1-eng.pdf
https://www.who.int/publications/m/item/who-convened-global-study-of-the-origins-of-sars-cov-2
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What Redfield has been saying doesn't match the scientific data. It does, however, 
exactly match claims made by Donald Trump in April 2020. Trump became obsessed 
over the idea of "proving" that COVID-19 originated in a lab. He made such charges 
during those daily rant sessions that replaced functional briefings on the pandemic, and 
he instructed agencies—likely including Redfield—to get out there and find the proof he 
wanted. They didn't find that proof.  I do believe President Trump knew it was a scam, 
but lacked the proof, that even I had in my possession in November of 2019. 
 
In response to Redfield's strange insistence on supporting a theory that's not just 
without evidence, but contrary to the evidence, Dr. Anthony Fauci stopped short of 
slapping down the former CDC chief. However, he made it clear that there was nothing 
unusual about the idea of a virus that had circulated in Wuhan through November and 
December becoming highly contagious by the time the outbreak took off in January. 
  
What's apparently been forgotten now that Redfield is "the former director of the CDC" 
in every article or interview where he appeared, is that Redfield never should have held 
that position in the first place. His biggest claim to fame was insisting that the 
Department of Defense conduct a huge program of HIV screening, not with the intent of 
helping anyone found infected, but as a means of purging LGBTQ+ people from the 
military. Redfield saw HIV infection as a sign of "immorality." He then followed this up 
with a program supporting an HIV treatment that didn't work.  
 
At the CDC, Redfield was complicit in consistently weakening guidelines, and making it 
more difficult for scientists at the agency to put forward facts. And as late as September, 
2020, he was telling Americans there would not be any COVID-19 vaccines until late 
2021 (to Redfield's credit, he was also telling Americans that the same effect could be 
achieved if everyone wore masks). 
  
Meanwhile, in seemingly unrelated news, Moncef Slaoui, who led Trump's Operation 
Warp Speed, was "terminated" from the board of his former employer after charges of 
sexual harassment and inappropriate conduct. The allegations were investigated by 
GlaxoSmithKline, which says that its investigation upheld the charges against Slaoui. 
 
"Dr. Slaoui's behaviors are wholly unacceptable. They represent an abuse of his 
leadership position, violate company policies, and are contrary to the strong values that 
define GSK's culture." 
 
Slaoui, at least, seemed to have a career that justified some level of trust when it came 
to appointing him to a high position in Trump's vaccine effort. However, his greatest 
achievements at GSK seem to have been in guiding the company in taking over other 
pharmaceutical firms. Once in charge of “Operation Warp Speed”, Slaoui took an 
approach that seemed to guarantee a vaccine shortage. Not only did ‘OWS’ fail to 
secure enough vaccine for America, its largest investments were $1.6 billion for the 
Novavax vaccine, which is still not available, and $2.1 billion for a vaccine from Sanofi 
and GlaxoSmithKline. That vaccine was sent back to square one in December, when it 
turned out to not generate a sufficient immune response. 

https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2020/4/16/1937784/-Trump-trying-to-revive-theory-COVID-19-was-made-in-a-lab-to-deflect-blame-from-a-disaster-he-created
https://news.yahoo.com/fauci-addresses-redfields-comments-virus-182153539.html
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2020/10/10/1985408/-One-of-the-world-s-genuine-heroes-reaches-out-to-CDC-Director-Robert-Redfield
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2020/10/10/1985408/-One-of-the-world-s-genuine-heroes-reaches-out-to-CDC-Director-Robert-Redfield
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2020/9/16/1977865/-CDC-director-acknowledges-that-masks-can-be-more-effective-than-vaccine-against-COVID-19
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2020/9/16/1977865/-CDC-director-acknowledges-that-masks-can-be-more-effective-than-vaccine-against-COVID-19
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2020/12/9/2000824/-Americans-are-likely-to-have-a-vaccine-shortage-throughout-spring-thanks-to-failure-to-secure-doses
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At best, Slaoui made a huge mistake. At worst, this represents huge corruption from a 
former executive who still controls $10 million in GlaxoSmithKline stock. "I won't leave 
those shares," said Slaoui before giving his old company $2.1 billion, "because that's 
my retirement." 
 
Retirement sounds like a good idea … for both Slaoui and Redfield. When CNN is 
looking for scientists who can shine some light on the COVID-19 vaccine, these two are 
among the last they should question.  Now that Dr. Anthony Fauci has been exposed in 
lying in his testimony at Senate hearings, retirement may be Dr. Fauci’s exit door, but 
he should be indicted, tried, and prosecuted for “Crimes against Humanity”.   I suspect 
Dr. Fauci will be gone at the NIAID before the 4th of July.  Drs. Redfield and Fauci have 
served their Superior-General in Rome well in bringing down Babylon through its 
sorceries.   
 
Do you not find it rather disturbing that approximately 65% of the population is taking at 
least one pharmaceutical drug every day? Some are taking up to fifteen and twenty! We 
are told that we are living during a time of the greatest medical breakthroughs in the 
history of the world yet, over one hundred-fifty million Americans suffer from various 
health problems. Why has such a large majority of the world become dependent on 
pharmaceutical drugs?  Perhaps you’re one of the hundreds of millions around the 
world that’s ingesting a daily dose of some pharmaceutical medicine? Is it possible that 
the pharmaceutical/medical cartel has ‘disease treatment’ and not ‘disease cure’ in 
mind?  
 
The most powerful German economic corporate emporium in the first half of the last 
century was known as IG Farben, and was nothing more than a powerful cartel of 
BASF, Bayer, Hoechst, and other German chemical and pharmaceutical companies. IG 
Farben was the single largest donor to the election campaign of Adolph Hitler & the 
beginning of the modern day pharmaceutical industry. Zyklon-B, an extermination gas 
produced by Hoechst, was used to kill millions of innocent people in death camps. The 
U.S. government’s investigation (of all the factors leading to WW2 in 1946) came to the 
conclusion that without IG Farben the Second World War would of not been possible. 
 
Higher education in the U.S. has been on the slide for now close to a century.  This was 
confirmed in research by the National Association of Scholars (NAS) of ‘U.S. News & 
World Report's’ annual listing of "America's Best Colleges" (including both private and 
public) disclosed startling figures.  In 1914, nearly all of these institutions had required 
courses in English composition; by 1964 the figure was 86%; in 1996, 36%.  In 1914, 
82% of the best colleges and universities had traditional mathematics requirements; 
more than 70% of the institutions required at least one course in the natural sciences; 
that figure fell to 34% in 1996.  Literature courses were required at 75% of the 
institutions in 1914, and at 50% in 1939 and 1964.  Today, none of the "best" institutions 
has a literature requirement.  Most colleges today are turning out graduates who have 
studied little or no history.  In 1914, 90% of America's elite colleges required history; in 
1939 and 1964 more than 50% did; by 1996 only one of the 50 best schools offered a 

https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2020/12/29/2004665/-How-Operation-Warp-Speed-guaranteed-that-Americans-will-not-get-vaccine-as-soon-as-possible
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required history course.  The day is approaching, perhaps, when the only historians will 
be amateurs who study history as self-help, who examine the past in order to make 
sense of the present and not be caught unprepared by the future.  Remember the 
expression, about learning from history so as not to repeat the errors of the past. 
 
The ecumenical movement of the 1960s was a Jesuit Vatican II plan designed to 
seduce the Protestants from the Reformation back under the thumb of Rome.  We were 
formally known as “heretics” before 1965 but after that date we were the “lost brethren”.  
Jon Eric Phelps book ‘Vatican Assassins’ and Tupper Saussy’s book ‘Rulers of Evil’ are 
essential reads regarding the five-century old history of the Society of Jesus.  Vatican II 
was a ‘Venus fly-trap!. 
 
This story would not be complete without another. right on cue, Marxist/globalist lackey 
and head of the World Health Organization (WHO), non-doctor Tedros Adhanom 
Ghebreyesus predicts another global pandemic by CERTAINTY of ‘evolution,’ not a 
biowarfare lab. See future virus ‘more deadly’ than Covid-19 will spark new pandemic, 
WHO chief warns. Note that, by gazing into his crystal ball, he KNOWS it will be ‘more 
transmissible’ (Covid was rapidly transmissible by all accounts) and ‘more … fatal than 
Covid-19’: the former Ethiopian terrorist claimed. 
 
A virus even more transmissible and fatal than Covid-19 will lead the world into the next 
pandemic, the director-general of the World Health Organization (WHO) has said, 
noting the “evolutionary certainty” of such an occurrence.  If the masses buy into that 
prophecy as easy as they did Covid-19, then the world is truly doomed to the dust bin of 
history.  May God help all the rest of us! 
 
“Make no mistake, this will not be the last time the world faces the threat of pandemic,” 
Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus told the UN agency’s annual assembly of health 
ministers from its 194 member states on Monday, May 24th, “It’s an evolutionary 
certainty that there will be another virus with the potential to be more transmittable and 
more deadly than this one.”  The lackey who heads the WHO was put there through the 
influence of the CCP in China, doing their bidding to destroy economies in the name of 
health safety! 
 
It is not about health safety, it never has been, and unlikely that it will ever be!  It is all 
about what the Georgia Guidestones states in its secular ten commandments.  The 
message then was “there are too many of us” and most of us have to be removed in 
order to save the planet.  You and I are interfering with the Antichrist’s “Sustainable 
Development” plans.   
 
A controversial process called “alkaline hydrolysis,” where the bodies of dead 
people are liquefied using a mixture of water, heat, and chemical agents, is being 
approved for use in some 22 states across America. 
 
The latest state to contemplate using the body disposal method is Wisconsin, which just 
approved Senate Bill 228 that authorizes the practice. 

https://legiscan.com/WI/text/SB228/2021
https://legiscan.com/WI/text/SB228/2021
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The Republican-led Senate of Wisconsin passed the bill, which states, “A person may 
use the process of alkaline hydrolysis to cremate human remains only if the person is 
registered as a crematory authority by the Department of Safety and Professional 
Services. The bill places the use of alkaline hydrolysis for cremating human remains 
under generally the same requirements that apply under current law to conventional 
cremation.” 
 
In a letter to the Wisconsin Senate opposing the decision, executive director of the 
Wisconsin Catholic Conference Kim Vercauteren wrote, “Catholic teaching is centered 
on the life and dignity of the human person because each person is created in the 
image and likeness of God.” 
 
“The heart, mind, flesh, and bones of a human person are all elements of a unique 
creation, down to the DNA, which must be honored even after death,” she continued. 
“Our concern is that with alkaline hydrolysis, remains are washed into a wastewater 
system as though the body created by God never existed, wastewater does not honor 
the sacredness of the body, nor does it allow the grieving to honor the dead after 
disposition.” 
 
In 1993, the EPA passed “Rule 503” which allows “the spreading, spraying, injection, or 
incorporation of sewage sludge” to lands, including, “public parks, ball fields, 
cemeteries, plant nurseries, and golf courses.” 
 
The EPA allows “biosolids” to be used in playgrounds and farms despite the fact that it 
contains high concentrations of heavy metals, neurotoxic chemicals and toxins the 
agency classifies as “primary pollutants.” 
 
While the government promotes spraying dead bodies and sewage on crops and parks 
as “green” recycling combatting climate change, others are sounding the alarm about 
potential dangers. 
 
A former senior-level research microbiologist at the EPA’s Office of Research and 
Development named Dr. David Lewis was even fired for speaking out on the subject. 
 
“Spending billions of dollars to remove hazardous chemicals and biological wastes from 
water, only to spread them on soil everywhere we live, work and play defies common 
sense,” Dr. Lewis told The Guardian in 2019. 
 
The harmful effects of biosolids has been well documented across the U.S., including 
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Maine, Michigan and several other states. 
Twenty-two states have already legalized alkaline hydrolysis to date. 
 
Sierra Club environmentalist Nancy Raine called the biosludge “the most pollutant-rich 
manmade substance on Earth,” and warned, “Nothing that is done to the sludge 
removes the chemicals. They just spend a little money on PR to convince us its nice 
fertilizer and fail to mention all the other things that are in it.” 

https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2018-12/documents/plain-english-guide-part503-biosolids-rule.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iTD0GltXB50
https://dailyexpose.co.uk/2021/05/24/wisconsin-to-liquefy-the-dead-flush-into-sewers-then-spray-the-sludge-on-food-farms/
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/oct/05/biosolids-toxic-chemicals-pollution
https://ehp.niehs.nih.gov/doi/10.1289/ehp.1205470
https://www.charlotteobserver.com/news/local/article9112850.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2003/06/26/us/sludge-spread-on-fields-is-fodder-for-lawsuits.html
https://bangordailynews.com/2019/08/16/news/york/maine-dairy-farmers-blood-tests-high-for-forever-chemicals-from-toxic-sludge/
https://www.mlive.com/news/2019/06/the-hunt-for-pfas-turns-to-michigan-farms-using-human-waste-as-fertilizer.html
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/oct/05/biosolids-toxic-chemicals-pollution
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Despite the debate about the morality and safety of the process remaining unsettled, 
governments around the globe continue to approve the controversial body disposal 
method.  Spraying liquified corpses on crops is reminiscent of the 1973 cult classic film 
“Soylent Green” where people experiencing food shortages are fed the recycled 
remains of humans without their knowledge. Sadly, alkaline hydrolysis is only one 
aspect of the “Soylent Green” agenda adopted by the global elite. 
 

 
 
Remember, it was Dr. Anthony Fauci, who in 2017 predicted that President Trump 
would face a virus to break out during his first term!  Michael McKibben and his 
research miners at the American Intelligence Media dug up a lot of dirt on the Nation’s 
highest paid bureaucrat and found his family lineage is in Switzerland and the name 
“Abys”.  Can you believe that Dr. Anthony Fauci’s family crest has as its key symbol, a 
snake devouring a child!  It is a hidden fact nonetheless. 
 
Dr. Anthony Fauci is not only a devout Jesuit “coadjutor” [term used to describe Jesuits-
trained in non-clerical careers], but he is a closet or secret Freemason.  That is 
confirmed by his frequent use of the secret symbols of Luciferian Freemasonry.  In the 
top picture on page 34, the Jesuit doctor uses the symbol of the “Hidden Hand”.  In the 
picture on page 35, Dr. Fauci uses the Baphomet “two figures up, and three fingers 
down” salute.  Baphomet represents the Union of Opposites, especially as mystically 
personified in Chaos and Babylon combined and biologically manifested with the sperm 
and egg united in the zygote. Baphomet Symbols the Two-finger salute. Two fingers on 
the right hand point up and two on the left hand point down, meaning “as above, so 
below”.  As popular as Dr. Fauci has been over the last year or so, there is a plentiful 
portfolio of Dr. Fauci’s photos of his subtle use of Masonic signs that discount this as 
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being by accident.  Freemasonry was infiltrated by the Jesuits in 1758 at which time the 
Jesuits wrote the top 25 degrees of Freemasonry at the college of Clermont in Paris. 
 
In previous articles I have showed the hierarchical ranking of Masonic degrees and 
where the S.J. (Society of Jesus) or Jesuits ranks at the very upper level of the 
Freemasonry structure.  Neither is Christian and yet both are perceived to be religious. 
Their god is none other than Lucifer, as identified in Albert Pike’s ‘Morals & Dogma’ . In 
the 19th degree of Freemasonry, a Mason knows his god is Lucifer.  This book is known 
as the Mason’s bible. 
 
P.D. Stuart’s book ‘Codeword Barbelon’, on page 500, it states “the Mason’s path to 
eternal life is the sexual violation of little children.”  The “Royal Doctrine of 
Freemasonry” and the “Secret Doctrine of Roman Catholicism” is the act of sodomy!  In 
Freemasonry it is a ritual requirement of those in the top three degrees, 31st to the 33rd 
degrees.  I do not need to share more of this indecent act  
 
Since most of the world leaders are members of Lucifer’s Club, you will begin to see 
what hides behind the pedophile world of child sex trafficking, headquartered in the 
Vatican.  Some of your most famous and popular religious leaders, government officials, 
and world leaders have been or are part of this Luciferian Club. 
 

 
 

Dr. Fauci use of “Hidden Hand” of Freemasonry 
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Satanic Symbolism 
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Baphomet Symbol of Satan 

 
Coronavirus “Crowned Snake Venom”; Anthony Fauci (Sickle) is leading the 
world into the Abys of Hell.  Satanists use the matriarchal line rather than patriarchal 
used by God; Eve, Cain, Naamah + Ham = Canaan. Pharmacy owner Eugenia (Nobility 
of Birth) Lillian (My God is a Vow; Note: James 5:12 warns “Swear Not” referring to 
taking Vows) Marta (The Lady; Pearl; Pearl of Great Price is JESUS, Holy Ghost; 
Canaanites call the Lady Asherah) Lucrezia (Profit, Wealth; Edomite men married 
Canaanite women and achieve Dominion by accruing Wealth/Mammon)  Abys (Abyss = 
Hell, Bottomless Pit, Unfathomable, underworld); symbolized by the Crowned Serpent 
eating a man or a child) https://imgur.com/IwfEVYI   Mark of Cain (Genesis 4:15), 4 
Horsemen (Revelation 6), Strong Delusion (1st Thessalonians 2:11) Mark of the 

https://imgur.com/IwfEVYI
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Beast (Revelation 13:16; 14:14), Abomination of Desolation (Daniel 11:31; 
Matthew 24:15) and Edomite Dominion (Genesis 27:39-41; Daniel 7:6)  
 
Mark of the Beast: Beast means Wild or Lower Animal; God created Adam a “Corpus 
animatum” from the Earth and “Quickened” him with the Holy Ghost to become a “Living 
Soul” (Genesis 2:7) Pharmakeia is “Witchcraft/Sorcery”. FunVax (Fun means Cheat, 
Trick or Hoax) The Coronavirus “Hoax” is meant to “Trick” you into selling your 
“Birthright” exactly as Esau did, “Cheating” you out of Eternal Salvation. 
Coronavirus Vaccines and likely the upcoming Universal Flu Vaccine are Experimental 
Medical Devices aka mRNA Experimental Gene Therapies not “Vaccines” 
Pharmakeia (Strongs G#5331) “Magic, drug related sorcery, enchantment, practice of 
magical arts, spells, sorceries”; Coronavirus Hoax and 5G is Magic: Pledge, Turn, 
Prestige, a “Trick” as plain to see as a MAGA (Sorcerer) Hat. Pharmaceutical Corps 
are legally immune from their non-FDA approved Experimental Injections; 
Pfizer/BioNTech produced their serum in 3 hours on Jan 11, 2020; ingredient list is 
proprietary; SARS CoV-2 genome is unavailable; animal trials halted because animals 
were dying of auto-immune reactions and Prions Doctors; Hospitals are paid $13K to 
diagnose Covid and $39K for Ventilator prescriptions, often a death sentence; VAERS 
(Vaccine Adverse Reactions) posts an estimated 1% of ADR’s; Covid 19 is age 
dependent but above 99.6% survivable; Seasonal Flu goes low as Covid rises. Covid 
and Cubit mean “To Measure”; Cubit the unit of measurement of New Jerusalem a 
Cube of Saturn arriving 1000 years before JESUS brings down the real New Jerusalem. 
Coronavirus is a Con folks!  
 https://153news.net/watch_video.php?v=W76X8SDY3A85 https://153news.net/watch_v
ideo.php?v=GRAMWHRMO622 
 
Prions Disease mRNA Vaccines cause cells to produce SARS COV-2 Antigens; SARS 
COV-2 Spike Proteins have Prion like regions cells reproduce which may lead to 100% 
fatal Creutzfeld-Jacob’s aka Prions Disease. Dr. J. Bart Classen authored a paper in 
Microbiology &Infectious Diseases: “Covid-19 RNA Based Vaccines and the Risk of 
Prion Disease” https://scivisionpub.com/pdfs/covid19-rna-based-vaccines-and-the-risk-
of-prion-disease-1503.pdf Prions (Protein + Infection)attack Brain Neurons leading to 
Stroke, Confusion, Personality changes, difficulty speaking, loss of cognitive function 
and over time is irreversible and 100% fatal.  Prion means “Saw” an Abnormal form of 
a normally harmless protein aka “Proteinacious Infectious Particle” Pretty big risk to take 
for a 99.9%survivable “Disease” isn’t it?  mRNA vaccines may unleash a wave of prion 
disease deaths, known as “Mad Cow Disease” in humans, Kuru and Creutzfeldt-Jakob 
disease. https://greatgameindia.com/mrna-vaccines-degenerate-brain-prion/ 
 
The Serpent convinced Cain to kill Abel; the Cainite “Cursed” bloodline crossed the 
Flood with Ham and his mother’s incest giving birth to the “Cursed” Canaanite bloodline; 
Sargon the Great was Canaan; Sargon III will be Antichrist; ushered in via SARS 
Covid. Coronavirus Vaccine “Crowned Serpent Venom” is the Crowned White Horse 
(Rev 6:6) conquering “Living Souls” with a Bow (Strongs #5115 Toxon=Poison=Edomite 
National god Qos) Edom obtains “Dominion” Gen 27:39-41KJV) using the Poison 
Needle https://153news.net/watch_video.php?v=4SYH8UR5UODN  https://www.brighte

https://nojabforme.info/
https://nojabforme.info/
https://153news.net/watch_video.php?v=GRAMWHRMO622
https://153news.net/watch_video.php?v=GRAMWHRMO622
https://scivisionpub.com/pdfs/covid19-rna-based-vaccines-and-the-risk-of-prion-disease-1503.pdf
https://scivisionpub.com/pdfs/covid19-rna-based-vaccines-and-the-risk-of-prion-disease-1503.pdf
https://greatgameindia.com/mrna-vaccines-degenerate-brain-prion/
https://153news.net/watch_video.php?v=4SYH8UR5UODN
https://www.brighteon.com/f92184da-eb57-4b32-bc00-af3262902832
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on.com/f92184da-eb57-4b32-bc00-af3262902832 SARS was patented in 2003 
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/patent/US-2006257852-A1 SARS Coronavirus-2 
was patented  in 2015 https://patents.google.com/patent/US20200279585A1/en the 
SARS CoV-2 “Vaccine” is not a “Vaccine”; it is a non-FDA Approved, man-made, 
experimental injectable medical gene therapy. Jesuit Anthony Fauci (Sickle) is the 
world’s most deadly Snake Oil salesman https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGBMlH-
k8bA&feature=emb_logo  https://153news.net/watch_video.php?v=XDBHW9X5G414  
 
The Strong Delusion you get from making a Covenant with JESUS after accepting the 
Coronavirus Vaccine; FunVax suppresses knowledge of God through Spirit and Soul by 
injection of a medical device.  Pharmakos: “Ritualistic sacrifice or exile of a Scapegoat 
or Victim” Coronavirus is managed by the Pharmaceutical ie Pharmakos Industry; 
Pharmacist “Druggist, Poisoner”; Pharmakeia (Strongs G#5331) “Magic, drug related 
sorcery, enchantment, practice of magical arts, spells, sorceries” Coronavirus and 5G 
Global Broadband are the greatest sorcery in human history.  
https://153news.net/watch_video.php?v=NUD3X7X395B3  
 
Coronavirus PCR Swab Tests https://imgur.com/S9noj9c approved by the FDA EMU 
(Emergency Use Authorization) were not designed for Diagnosis; they were created for 
Manufacturing. Intranasal Swabs can deliver Nano-particles, Smart Dust, Theragrippers 
https://imgur.com/04IPfHf and Bio-sensing Hydrogels to measure GPS, Temp, antibody 
response etc; magnetically responsive/controllable via the 5G IOT.  PCR Swabs 
damage the Hematoencephalic Barrier protecting the Brain and Pituitary Gland from 
Bacteria, Heavy Metals, Neurotoxins and Pathogens. PCR Tests at Cycle Thresholds 
above 30 are useless (45 Cycles are common), recording positive Covid 19 positive 
results for remnants of the Common Cold. PCR Tests yield positive results for 
Coronaviruses: HJKUL, NL 63, OC43 and 229E all Common Cold “Viruses” ie 
cellular debris.  
https://153news.net/watch_video.php?v=5878GAKK3X9G  
 
In eight paragraphs, I encapsulate what would take volumes to cover in their entirety the 
diabolical nature of “Pharmakeia” at this point in the final days of “Mystery, Babylon 
the Great.’ 
 
Jesus warned “Except those days should be shortened, there should no flesh be 
saved” –(Matthew 10:36)  Coronavirus means “Crowned Serpent Venom”; an 
anagram of Carnivorous, taught by Chaldean Priests Kahn-Baals or “Cannibals”. God 
creates Man (DNA); Man modifies and patents DNA to eliminate God.  
 
What has been so alarming this year has been the percentage of people who believe 
that everyone has to be Vaxxed in order for the rest to feel a sense of comfort – 66% 
believe everyone should be mandated to be Vaxxed, given the fact that the recovery 
rate is 99.95% for those under 70 years of age.  The poll was taken by WebMD.  In the 
same poll of physicians registered a 69% among physicians favoring mandated Vaxxes. 
 

https://www.brighteon.com/f92184da-eb57-4b32-bc00-af3262902832
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/patent/US-2006257852-A1 SARS%20Coronavirus-2
https://patents.google.com/patent/US20200279585A1/en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGBMlH-k8bA&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGBMlH-k8bA&feature=emb_logo
https://153news.net/watch_video.php?v=XDBHW9X5G414
https://153news.net/watch_video.php?v=NUD3X7X395B3
https://imgur.com/S9noj9c
https://imgur.com/04IPfHf
https://153news.net/watch_video.php?v=5878GAKK3X9G
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All this concentration on a virus that by the Koch Postulates does not even exist is either 
lunacy or an orchestrated global psyop being hatched on the world.  My evidence 
confirms that it is a psyop perpetrated to hide a genocidal plan to wipe out much 
of humanity through 5G wireless energy through Electroporation.  The only reason 
that I know of it all comes from my interest in wireless communication and what is 
known from close to thirty years of research on wireless communication.  I have posted 
86 article on my web page dealing with 5G technologies and its capabilities to do evil 
and harm.  The telecoms market it as “faster download of your favorite movies.  With a 
survival rate quoted by the CDC, it makes no sense to vaccinate the world!   
 

 
 
There is a connection of the giant pharmaceutical corporations back to the Nazis. 
Revelation 6:5 says "And when he had opened the third seal, I heard the third 
beast say, Come and see. And I beheld, and lo a black horse; and he that sat on 
him had a pair of balances in his hand." 
 
Then the third living being said, "Come and see." The third horse John saw was black -
(compare Zechariah 6:2, 6). Black is the color which represents evil, suffering, and 
hunger -(compare Lamentations 5:10). The rider had in his hands unusual equipment 
for a horseman: scales for weighing, such as a merchant would use. This rider seems to 
personify famine. Notice, the black horse followed the red. All through history, the 
aftermath of war has so often been inflation and famine. There may well be class 
warfare, the "Have Nots" fighting against the "Haves." Governments will have to make 
and enforce strict measures. It is not an exaggeration to say there will be multitudes of 
starving people. The scales may well symbolize the careful weighing out of food and 
possibly general rationing because of scarcity and famine -(compare Leviticus 26:26; 
Ezekiel 4:16), all the result of beating their plowshares into swords. It is also divine 
judgment.  Even now global drought is spreading and we face famine in the U.S. over 
the next few years.  Lake Mead near the Nevada/Arizona border is at 37% of its water 
capacity, lower by 139 feet since 2000.  
 
The Black Horse is the same beast as the leopard in Daniel 7: 6, "After this I beheld, 
and lo another, like a leopard, which had upon the back of it four wings of a fowl; 
the beast had also four heads; and dominion was given to it." 
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This beast was Nazi Germany, plus the post-World War II influences that came from the 
Nazi movement, especially in the U.S. as we assimilated many Nazi intelligence 
operatives and scientists after 1945.   The Third Reich were planning in the 1930’s for a 
Fourth Reich.   Most of this history has been suppressed from the rest of the world. 
 
In the Nazi regime there was a large conglomerate of corporations - the Internationale 
Geshellshaft Farbenindustrie, or I.G. Farben, run by the Swiss banker Herman Schmitz. 
Drug or pharmaceutical corporations, were an important part of I.G. Farben, including 
the Bayer Company, Merck, and Hoechst. 
 
A branch of the German parent company of Merck was established in the United States. 
In 1891, George Merck, grandson of the German Emanuel Merck, took over the Merck 
New York office and established Merck & Company. In about 1902 the American Merck 
Company made and sold chemicals including bismuths, iodides, and narcotics such as 
morphine and cocaine. Then, later George W. Merck was in the Roosevelt 
administration as Director of the War Research Service during World War II. This was 
the George W. Merck who was head of Merck and Company, a large American 
pharmaceutical outfit. Merck remains one of the giant U.S. pharmaceutical corporations, 
with its origins in Germany, where the parent company was part of the Nazi business 
empire, a Black Horse manifestation. The U.S. and the international pharmaceutical 
industry have roots in the Black Horse Nazi movement. 
 
One no longer has to look to religion for the absolutist claim to truth. Medical science 
has laid claim to the body in the same way that religions once laid claim to the soul. The 
physician today -- albeit a glorified "applied pharmacologist" -- has become the "priest of 
the body," capable of influencing the course of life or death by the quality, or 
combinations, of nostrums he is able to apply to the problem (i.e. patient) at hand. 
 
Psychotropic drugs, are known by most as “antidepressants,” are contributing to suicide 
rates around the globe. The ‘Associated Press’ reported on May 12, 2006 that 
GlaxoSmithKline and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration sent a warning letter to 
doctors concerning the antidepressant Paxil. The letter warned that Paxil may raise the 
risk of suicidal behavior in young adults, and it was accompanied by changes to the 
labeling of two different versions of the drug. The knowledge of the increase of suicide 
and other side effects linked to these drugs is clearly known to the pharmaceutical 
manufacturers and to the FDA, but it appears to matter little, since no real changes 
have taken place outside of the obscure (“black box”) warnings placed on the drug 
packaging. Could this have something to do with the billions of dollars that the sales of 
these drugs provide for the pharmaceutical companies as well as their lobbying 
interests in Washington, DC? Even with their known detrimental effects, the FDA 
continues to allow them to be developed, marketed, and distributed to a grossly 
uninformed public. 
 
The following quotation about psychotropic drugs is quite scary given the number of 
young people on mind-altering psychotropic drugs: 
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“It is well known that many of the student mass murderers were being prescribed mind-
altering psychiatric drugs. T.J. Solomon, the 15-year-old from Conyers, Georgia who 
shot six classmates in May 1999, was on Ritalin; Eric Harris, 18 years old, the 
Columbine killer, was being prescribed the antidepressant Luvox; and Kip Kinkel, the 
15-year-old from Springfield, Oregon who killed both parents, two schoolmates, and 
wounded 20 other students on May 21, 1998, was being prescribed Prozac, one of the 
most widely prescribed among the antidepressants.” 
 
Today’s world is a “medical” police state where sorcery (manipulating man’s mind and 
body with man-made drugs) is called medicine and where the state totally controls and 
stops men’s access to God’s own natural remedies.  
 
“He who dwells in the shelter of the Most High will abide in the shadow of the 
Almighty. I will say to the Lord, “My refuge and my fortress, my God, in whom I 
trust.” For He will deliver you from the snare of the fowler and from the deadly 
pestilence. He will cover you with His pinions, and under His wings you will find 
refuge; His faithfulness is a shield and buckler. You will not fear the terror of the 
night, nor the arrow that flies by day, ...”  -(Psalm 91:1-16) 
 
We, the Church, are being judged right now so we have to be careful not to be caught 
up in the snare of sorcery that the rulers of this world rely on for their power. The elite 
are not smart. They are merely psychopathic Satan worshippers who cheated their way 
to power by relying on sorcery. 
 
This is why technology all of a sudden exploded after the big revolutions of the late 
1700s and early 1800s. They removed old world obstacles from their journey to 
complete sorcery. And one of their spells has the goal of making people not believe 
sorcery exists. Pray in this matter, and that the sorcerer’s spell be broken from weaker 
Christians, and those lost in the world.    
 
There is something very sic about the headline and picture below.  “The Biden 
administration says, yes, Ohio caught a nice wave when it offered a lottery for people to 
get the COVID-19 vaccine — and lots of people did. And now the federal government 
says it will help other states do what Ohio did if it will encourage vaccinations.” 
 
“Already, more than 2.7 million people have registered for the drawing and 104,386 
Ohioans between the ages of 12 to 17 have entered a college scholarship drawing,” 
Ohio public health officials said.  
 
“The Department of the Treasury released additional guidance Tuesday on how states 
can use federal funds from the American Rescue Plan for programs that encourage 
people to get vaccinated,” Andy Slavitt, White House senior adviser for Covid-19 
response, said. “This includes lotteries, cash or in-kind transfers and other financial 
incentives for people to get vaccinated.”  
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“Ohio Gov. Mike DeWine has unlocked a secret,” Slavitt said during a news briefing. 
“People do care about getting vaccinated, but it turns out they also have other things 
they care about. Some of those things might encourage people to think about what 
might otherwise be a lower priority.” 
 

The federal government supports Vax-a-Million 
lotteries. The first winners will be chosen today. 
 

  
 
A man walks to the entrance for Ohio's COVID-19 mass vaccination clinic at Cleveland 
State University, Tuesday, May 25, 2021, in Cleveland. Nearly 2.8 million residents 
have registered for Ohio's Vax-a-Million vaccination incentive program, Gov. Mike 
DeWine announced Monday, May 24.  The drawing winner was announced on Friday, 
May 28th. 
 
Winners are always told by state lotteries to get themselves an attorney and a financial 
adviser should they win the lottery.  This time winners and losers alike should prepare 
their last will and testament, based upon the prediction of the 2008 Nobel Prize winner 
in Medicine had to say recently.  “They will all be dead in two years!”  The monitors of 
the real estate market are predicting a huge slump in real estate this fall with a huge 
inventory of houses and apartments hitting the real estate market.  That is when we 
have been told to expect the death rate from the vaxxes to take off.  
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The Word of God tells us these reprobates will not even repent when the great wrath of 
God is poured out on them during the last seven years of the tribulation. 
 
As this information has become public, more and more physicians and parents are 
troubled by the ethical issues involved. Some ingredients in vaccines (as listed by the 
CDC on their website) include aluminum (which causes Alzheimer’s disease), 
formaldehyde (embalming fluid), Thimerosal (which contains 49.6 percent mercury). 
These are toxins which are never to be consumed orally, but in vaccines, they are 
injected directly into the body. Is this not a veritable witch’s brew of chemicals, 
organisms, and animal parts? What the CDC does NOT list is that 13 vaccines at 
present (and more are in the works) are actually cultured off aborted human babies, 
most of the others are cultured off monkey kidney cells, fetal rhesus monkey lung cells 
or chicken embryos.  Dr. Sherri Tenpenny said a few weeks ago there are 162 more 
Vaxxes under development for the alleged Covid-19.  With all of the Big Pharmas 
getting into the act, it is obvious that this is not going to end well at all.  All you have to 
do is look at the Schedule of Vaxxes required to attend public school by the children of 
America.  It explains why Autism affects 1 out of every 12 children today.  In 1989, 
Autism injured 1 out of 10,000 children.   
 
For 20 years now, scientists have been working on vaccines that can spread all on their 
own. These are not theoretical ideas or concepts. Self-spreading vaccines have been 
developed, manufactured, and tested in animal communities. These were tests that 
were deemed, “a success”.  Dr. Lee Merritt, a retired Navy orthopedic surgeon and 
physician confirms what I now share. 
 
We are told infectious diseases like; COVID-19, SARS, MERS, and Ebola originated 
within the animal kingdom and then spread to humans. So the idea behind a self-
spreading vaccine is to prevent virus transmission from animals to humans in the first 
place. 
 
A 2018 John Hopkins paper titled, “Technologies to Address Global Catastrophic 
Biological Risks” says it best, 
 
Self-spreading vaccines are genetically engineered to move through populations like 
communicable diseases, but rather than causing disease, they confer protection. The 
vision is that a small number of individuals in a target population could be vaccinated, 
and the vaccine strain would then circulate in the population much like a pathogenic 
virus, resulting in rapid, widespread immunity. 
 
There are two different ways scientists are developing this questionable technology,  
(‘NewScientist’). 
 
1.Applying a vaccine to the fur of captured animals and then releasing them back into 
the environment. Once the animals return to the wild, social grooming results in the 
vaccine being ingested by other animals. 
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2.Inserting a small piece of the genome from the infectious disease into a benign virus 
that spreads naturally through the animal population. As this vaccine (man-made virus) 
spreads through the animal kingdom, it immunizes them against the targeted disease. 
 
In essence, the idea is to beat deadly viruses at their own game. Yet, this seems like 
playing God.  It can be done to humans as well and that seems to be the objective of 
the Vaxxes being given to people today. 
 
Fighting natural viruses with man-made viruses just sounds like a bad idea. Sure, in a 
perfect world where we know all the outcomes it makes sense. In the real world, the 
possibility of disaster and abuse is almost certain. 
 
For at least 20 years, scientists have been experimenting with such self-spreading 
vaccines, work that continues to this day, and which has gained the attention of the U.S. 
military.  The same article explains, 
 
The University of California, Davis, for example, is working on a DARPA administered 
project called Prediction of Spillover Potential and Interventional En Masse Animal 
Vaccination to Prevent Emerging Pathogen Threats in Current and Future Zones of U.S. 
Military Operation. According to a pamphlet, the project is “creating the world’s first 
prototype of a self-disseminating vaccine designed to induce a high level of herd 
immunity (wildlife population level protection) against Lassa virus … and Ebola.” 
  
Self-spreading vaccines are not theoretical. They have been developed and tested in 
live environments. The Bulletin explains, 
 
Self-spreading vaccines have some of their roots in efforts to reduce pest populations. 
Australian researchers described a virally spread immuno-contraception, which hijacked 
the immune systems of infected animals—in this case a non-native mouse species in 
Australia—and prevented them from fertilizing offspring. The earliest self-spreading 
vaccine efforts targeted two highly lethal infectious diseases in the European rabbit 
population (myxoma virus and rabbit hemorrhagic disease virus). In 2001, Spanish 
researchers field-tested a vaccine in a wild rabbit population living on Isla del Aire, a 
small Spanish island just off Menorca. The vaccine spread to more than half the 300 
rabbits on the island, and the trial was deemed a success. 
 
At this point, it is hard to imagine any rationally minded person wanting to move forward 
with this experiment. Yet, we see the U.S. military involvement, and most of the support 
for this concept comes from within the United States. We can easily see where abuse 
and warfare could come into play.  What has been successful in animal populations is 
but a Jesuit’ imagination in humanity. 
 
It is disturbing to think such a man-made virus could be unleashed into the world. A 
man-made virus sold as a vaccine would then cross borders into other nations who may 
object, and once released, scientists will have no control over it its spread or mutation. 
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No one has the right to introduce something into the environment that could easily 
spread throughout the world. Not every person or nation will agree with such 
experiments, yet, they would become participants nevertheless. 
 
Such man-made vaccines (viruses) could certainly cross back into the human race, 
even if it’s not designed to do so through mutation. 
 
Evidence coming in relative to the Mass Murder series is indicating that the Vaxx is the 
“Kill Shot” and intended to reach those who are defiant or do not plan to get the jab.  In 
an article I wrote a few months ago, I included a photocopy of a document that stated 
that precisely was part of the global plan to bring about the “Depopulation” of the world. 
 
This is not science, but rather, playing God.  This may be one of the factors that will 

cause God to intervene in this evil world.  “And except those days should be 
shortened, there should no flesh be saved: but for the elect's sake 
those days shall be shortened.” –(Matthew 24:22).  I’m hoping and praying that 

is why God’s intervention was prophesied in Matthew 24:22 and Mark 13:22.   
  
You may not agree with me, but I see Revelation 18:23 as a “Depopulation” agenda of 
last days “Mystery, Babylon the Great…..”  It has all the earmarks of a Luciferian 
Freemasonry/Jesuit-planned and executed genocide of humanity.  “And the light of a 
candle shall shine no more at all in thee; and the voice of the bridegroom and of 
the bride shall be heard no more at all in thee: for thy merchants were the great 
men of the earth; for by thy sorceries were all nations deceived.”  -(Revelation 
18:23).  
  
Maranatha, Lord Jesus Christ Come! 
 
Blessings, 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com 
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22  
 

Do not submit to a “Kill Shot” Vaxx!  The Vaxx is the virus.  Second, do not 
bring 5G into your home through the higher speed Internet.  5G cannot 
penetrate walls or buildings.  However, it can be brought in through AT&T, 
T-Mobile, Verizon, or your local cable provider through your modem.  Also, 
do not upgrade your cell phone to the newer models.   
 
Feel free to ask questions on any of what I have shared.  Do share this 
article because most of it is censored out of access on the Internet.    
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